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ABSTRACT
AFFECT-BASED MODELING AND ITS APPLICATION IN MULTIMEDIA
ANALYSIS PROBLEMS
by
Abhishek Bhattacharya
Florida International University, 2012
Miami, Florida
Dr. Zhenyu Yang, Major Professor
The multimedia domain is undergoing a rapid development phase with transition
in audio, image, and video systems such as VoIP, Telepresence, Live/On-Demand
Internet Streaming, SecondLife, and many more. In such a situation, the analysis of
multimedia systems, like retrieval, quality evaluation, enhancement, summarization,
and re-targeting applications, from various context is becoming critical. Current
methods for solving the above-mentioned analysis problems do not consider the
existence of humans and their affective characteristics in the design methodology.
This contradicts the fact that most of the digital media is consumed only by the
human end-users. We believe incorporating human feedback during the design and
adaptation stage is key to the building process of multimedia systems. In this
regard, we observe that affect is an important indicator of human perception and
experience. This can be exploited in various ways for designing effective systems
that will adapt more closely to the human response.
We advocate an affect-based modeling approach for solving multimedia analysis
problems by exploring new directions. In this dissertation, we select two represen-
tative multimedia analysis problems, e.g. Quality-of-Experience (QoE) evaluation
and Image Enhancement in order to derive solutions based on affect-based mod-
eling techniques. We formulate specific hypothesis for them by correlating system
vi
parameters to user’s affective response, and investigate their roles under varying
conditions for each respective scenario. We conducted extensive user studies based
on human-to-human interaction through an audio conferencing system. We also
conducted user studies based on affective enhancement of images and evaluated the
effectiveness of our proposed approaches. Moving forward, multimedia systems will
become more media-rich, interactive, and sophisticated and therefore effective so-
lutions for quality, retrieval, and enhancement will be more challenging. Our work
thus represents an important step towards the application of affect-based modeling
techniques for the future generation of multimedia systems.
vii
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Multimedia applications and systems are now experiencing a tremendous growth
rate with their gradual penetration in our everyday lives, from digital cameras,
professional high-end Single Lens Reflex (SLR), camcorders, mobile video terminals,
Digital Video Disc (DVD) players, down-loadable games, radio stations on web, and
a plethora of other different services. We use some form of multimedia data in
the daily fabric of our digital life with the ever-increasing diffusion of computing
in human society. With this advancement, there are increasing challenges being
faced and a paradigm shift is required from our previous methods related to design,
interaction, analysis, communication, and organization of multimedia data.
Any multimedia content analysis problem can be related to perception with
the following three components: (1) data related to environment, (2) medium that
transmits the data to the perceiver, and (3) the perceiver. Multimedia data such
as visual (images/videos), aural (speech/music) and other types of sensory data
are captured for a specific event that unfolds over time. We can observe that each
sensor captures only one type of physical attribute from its perspective, such as a
camera/camcorder records visual signal, a microphone records aural sensory data,
and likewise. The multimedia stream is then formed by combining the correlated
and complimentary information from individual streams to provide a more holistic
information and experience in comparison to using any one medium. We believe
that the context or perspective is also important along with the content in under-
standing and analyzing the user experience represented by the data. Present-day
multimedia systems and applications are armed with a lot of contextual information
sources, such as motion sensors in mobile phones, GPS location information, social
networks, and many more. Each of these sources can be exploited to extract mean-
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ingful information, which can help the design methodologies. Our guiding principle
revolves around the human end-user which is supposed to be the most important
component in a multimedia system. We consider human feedback signals to be a
critical source of contextual information, which can be effectively exploited. We in-
corporate explicit/implicit human feedback signals in our proposed framework since
they are known to relate closely to perception [AKJ09, SGL11], which is one of our
essential design objective, as discussed next.
This principle of applying human feedback signals is known as human-centric
computing (HCC) approaches, which are recently gaining importance in the multi-
media research community with a paradigm shift from system/network-centered to
user-centered design and evaluation methodologies [JSGP06]. HCC-based method-
ologies are designed to address the semantic gap between the raw data representation
and the higher-level concepts, and are supposed to be more close and responsive to
user perception. HCC approach to multimedia systems essentially considers the
understanding and interpretation of multimedia signals by humans in the feature,
cognitive, affective levels, and how humans interact naturally. Inevitably, this means
an interdisciplinary approach covering neuroscience, psychology, cognitive science,
and others, becomes essential for incoporating the knowledge in those domains to
develop computational frameworks that integrate different media. As an illustra-
tion, if we view computing in a large space with a human in the center, then we can
identify some applications that are closer to the human and some that are farther
away. For example, packet routing is very important in communications, but is
more distant from a human, than for instance, human computer interaction (HCI).
The goal is thus to drive the computers–physically, conceptually, and functionally–
closer to humans. The three main areas where the HCC approach for designing
multimedia systems can benefit are identified as media production, analysis, and
2
interaction [JSGP06]. In this dissertation, we investigate the areas of interaction
and analysis, and derive HCC approach based solutions in the context of affect or
emotion of the user. We sense that affect or emotion will be an important candi-
date for user-centric design since it is closely related to human perception. Thereby,
we adopt an affect-based modeling paradigm for solving the multimedia analysis
problems.
Affect is an extensively studied area in psychology [Dam94, Rus03, Dar05], which
is starting to get recognition in computer science with the advent of Affective Com-
puting [Pic97]. It deals with the automated analysis of human affective behavior,
which has attracted attention from researchers, due to its multidisciplinary nature
spanning psychology, computer science, linguistics, neuroscience, and various other
branches. Emotion is closely related to decision-making and thus plays a significant
role in the action/perception of human beings as shown in research by psychologists
and neuroscientists [Dam94]. The initial research studies in affect started with the
problem of emotion detection and its role in possible application scenarios. Exten-
sive studies have been performed for automated emotion recognition in the context
of human-computer interaction by exploring multiple input modalities such as facial
expression, speech, body gestures, physiological signals, posture, and neuroimaging
for extracting implicit feedback using signal processing, linguistic analysis, text pro-
cessing and various other techniques [ZPRH09, CD10]. Based on the success of
emotion detection, many affect-aware applications were proposed, which found ac-
ceptance due to their human-centric attributes, that can adapt to the changing emo-
tion of the user. Some possible application areas are found in user interface, gaming,
mental health, learning technologies, customer services, intelligent automobile and
entertainment industry [ZPRH09, VPBP08, KP05, Pel05]. The success of affect
in emotion detection fueled interest to explore its role in multimedia applications.
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The main challenge faced by the multimedia analysis problems emanate from the
“semantic gap,” which is the semantic difference between an user’s representation
or expectation from the system and the internal representation of multimedia data
item in a collection. The usage of affect-based feedback channel to bridge the seman-
tic gap found reasonable success in various applications, such as retrieval [MH10],
summarisation [JJVS09] and search [AJG08].
Based on the above direction, we explore two interesting paths in this disser-
tation and derive affect-based models to produce solutions which will be closer to
user experience. First, we examine the problem of QoE evaluation in audio com-
munication or Voice-over-IP (VoIP) system, where a human-human interaction is
mediated through a communication channel. Traditionally, the evaluation frame-
works for voice communication systems were designed from the service provider per-
spective through objective assessment methodologies with the help of QoS-based at-
tributes [CHHL06, MTK02, WCHL09, SW07, GMSL10]. QoS-based approaches for
communication systems generally involve tracking certain network properties, such
as delay, bandwidth and loss, followed by predicting the result using analytical mod-
els [MTK02, GMSL10]. More recently, QoE [Ebr09, Moe08, WAR+09] concept has
been developed to address the failure of capturing user’s experience from QoS-based
evaluation frameworks. The sematic gap between QoS and QoE is still ambiguous.
A deterministic/non-deterministic fuzzy mapping between them to reveal user’s per-
ception of quality against fluctuating network/system/cognitive/behavioral and var-
ious other artifacts will be useful in deriving QoE. A prospective approach to model
QoE-centric evaluation is a multi-dimensional construct of user perceptions and be-
haviors, where each dimension has a subjective or objective influence on the user
experience. We hypothesize that QoE or perception of quality by the user is an im-
plicit decision-making phenomenon related to human cognitive state, that is derived
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from the sensory channels and is highly correlated to user’s affective behavior. Ac-
cording to the best of our knowledge, the study of affective behavior in the context
of remote human-human interaction integrated through a network channel and its
dynamics with QoS (delay, loss-rate, and bandwidth) fluctuations is a relatively new
and unexplored area. We investigate various affective cues from users interacting
in a VoIP system which are extracted in an implicit manner and their association
with the evaluation of QoE. We utilize three different types of information sources
in our framework as follows: (i) Acoustic: pitch-related features, formant frequen-
cies, timing features, and likewise; (ii) Lexical: modeled by the concept of salience,
which measures the amount of mutual information between a specific word and a
quality level; (iii) Discourse: modeled by repetition, which carry relevant cues for
user’s affective response since it was found to be an important indicator for trouble
in human communication [BFH+03] However, we build our ground-truth data from
user feedback response and then perform training, classification and pattern recogni-
tion in a supervised learning approach to derive the relationship the between user’s
response and the content i.e., voice data features. We present detailed experimental
methodology with real user studies and discuss outcome of the results.
Next, we analyze the problem of image enhancement where the objective is to
enhance the image in a way, such that it increases the affective appeal of the pho-
tograph. Some earlier work in psychology literature explored a strong relationship
between color and emotions [OLWW04a, OLWW04b, OLWW04c, VM94]. Accord-
ing to the best of our knowledge, the investigation of a computational framework
for affective image enhancement is an unexplored area. Our goal in this topic is to
learn the underlying adjustment rules associated with the emotional properties in
images from a set of training examples. Given a pair of images before and after
adjustment, we would like to discover the underlying mathematical relationships
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optimally connecting the color-contrast properties between them. Some of the key
issues that arise in order to achieve our goal are: (1) How do we choose a set of
image parameters which will be used for enhancing the emotional appeal of images?
(2) How do we capture the notion of enhancement of images in a mathematical
fashion to understand the implicit relationship between an original image and its
adjusted version? (3) Given an arbitrary image, how do we derive the enhancement
operations that can be applied to any unseen/new image to enhance its emotional
appeal? To solve these problems, as a first step we collected ground-truth data
and constructed a training database consisting of example images and their dif-
ferent enhanced versions. Then we implemented a simple and effective web-based
user-interface for this purpose and sent invitations for participation to a group of
subjects. We asked a set of human participants to mark their preferences in the
user-interface. To answer (1) in the above discussion, we selected a set of contrast
and color properties, which were found to have a high influence on emotional impact
of images [JDF+11]. We employed machine learning techniques to understand the
implicit relationship between the original image and its adjusted version to address
(2) and derived statistical solutions to develop an enhancement function in a mathe-
matical form to address (3). We conducted user studies to evaluate the effectiveness
of our approach.
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CHAPTER 2
RESEARCH STATEMENT
In this chapter, we discuss the problem scenario with a formal definition in Sec-
tion 2.1 followed by some of the challenges of designing a QoE assessment and
image enhancement framework in Section 2.2. In Section 2.3, we discuss the possi-
ble impact of the solutions in a broader perspective and conclude this chapter with
a discussion on dissertation contributions in Section 2.4.
2.1 Problem Scenario
Let us first illustrate the quality evaluation problem in a general context of a mul-
timedia communication system with human-to-human interaction mediated by a
network channel (such as Internet) for a VoIP system. The generalized block di-
agram of a No-Reference (NR) quality assessment system for multimedia signal is
shown in Figure 2.1. The figure is based on NR quality assessment model, but can
be easily modified to depict Full-reference (FR) and Reduced-Reference (RR) cases
(refer to Section 3.2.2 for a detailed discussion). NR quality model is more desirable
since the other options of FR, RR do not support many practical real-time applica-
tions such as VoIP and streaming video through the Internet. The input signal is
treated as the reference which passes through the various stages of coder, tranmis-
sion channel and decoder, where each of these stages may distort the reference to a
varying extent. The signal is then finally passed on to the measurement system for
quality prediction. The formal definition of the quality assessment problem can be
depicted as follows:
Given a multimedia system ’S’, with ’C’ as the set of different sensory channels of
information flow such as C={Ca, Cv, Ct, ..} and |C| = c, where Ca is audio, Cv is
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Figure 2.1: Block diagram of a NR multimedia quality assessment system.
video and Ct is tactile. A set of source codec Y={Ya, Yv, Yt, ...}, where Ya is the au-
dio source codec that can be G.729, iLBC, MP3, characterised by a sample rate of
yra kHz, bit-rate of y
b
a Kbit/s, number of bits/sample as y
n
abits, and latency of y
l
a ms.
Yv is the video source codec that can be H.264/AVC, MPEG4, or WMV, and charac-
terised by a bit-rate of ybv Kbit/s. A mediating network channel N={Nw, Nl, Nm, ...},
where Nw is wired network channel with IP through Internet, LAN, or WAN, Nl is
the wireless network channel, Nm is the mobile network channel, or other communi-
cation channels. The set of input (reference) multimedia sample is I={s1, s2, .., sn}
with each element sx={a1, v1, t1, ..}, where a1 is the 1st audio sample, v1 is the
1st video sample, and likewise. The set of output (distorted) multimedia sample
is O={s′1, s′2, ...s′n} with each element s′x={a′1, v′1, t′1, ..}, where O is a certain dis-
tortion function of I formed while travelling through the different components as
shown in Figure 2.1. The total number of input/output multimedia samples is ’n’
(|I| = |O| = n) and the set of subjective quality assessment of O by humans is
Q={q1, q2, .., qn}. The final problem is to design a quality assessment model ’M’,
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Figure 2.2: Block diagram of a basic image enhancement framework. The input or
original image is I represented by RGB matrix and the output enhanced image is I ′
represented by R′G′B′ matrix. The transfer function is φ.
with the predicted quality set as Q′={q′1, q′2, .., q′n}, and the following optimization
objective is to be satisfied:
Minimize
∑n
i=1
‖qi − q′i‖
Next, let us examine an image enhancement problem scenario as follows:
Given an input image I represented by a RGB matrix, find the transfer function
φ, that transforms I to the enhanced image I ′ represented by R′G′B′ matrix and
formulated as follows:
φ
(
I〈RGB〉→I ′〈R′G′B′〉
)
s.t. e(I) > e(I ′)
where e(I) is the emotional quotient of image I and e(I ′) is the emotional quotient of
image I ′. The definition of emotional quotient (e) is derived from the computational
model of affect as described in a later section. The block diagram of a basic image
enhancement system is shown in Figure 2.2.
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2.2 Challenges
There are a number of challenges which are required to be addressed for develop-
ing an effective quality assessment methodology, and the following discussion enu-
merates them. Let us start with the challenges generated from a QoE evaluation
perspective. First, the general trend of QoE assessment in real-time interactive mul-
timedia systems (such as VoIP, tele-conferencing, online games, and collaborative
systems) is to follow the naive approach of modeling it with QoS parameters, since
the interactivity is known to have a correlation with QoS metrics such as delay, de-
lay jitters, network loss [CHW+06]. Another approach is to use application specific
metrics such as conversation patterns, talk burst length in VoIP [CHHL06], playing
times, player scores, ranking in online games [CHW+06], collaboration efficiency
in collaborative systems [SKR+08]. Though the above approaches provide relative
success, but these techniques do not have a high correlation with QoE [WAR+09].
Thus, it is challenging to explore the inter-relationship between QoS–QoE and the
mutual influence between the different sensory modalities (i.e. audio or video is
more important) with its implication on overall QoE.
Second, the multimedia systems are invoking the importance of QoE in various
applications which are becoming increasingly rich with media content, following
the advent of 3D technology. 3D movies and televisions have already entered the
commercial market where the stereoscopic vision have been found to accompany
visual strain and discomfort during extended viewing, which have a negative effect on
quality perception [MB11a]. The challenging problem of depth perception in Human
Visual System (HVS) will help to gain more insights for QoE evaluation, with the
help of extensive psychophysical studies. Considerable challenges are also associated
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with the development of QoE assessment algorithms for mobile devices such as
smartphones, tablets, and other handheld devices, which are gaining popularity.
Third, media aesthetics is a measure of the perceived beauty of a stimulus and
have been found to have a high correlation with human quality perception [MB11a].
Thus, it can be noted that the content of the stimulus will play an important role in
the subjective quality ratings and adds a bias to the QoE assessment. Aesthetics and
personal preferences of the stimuli involve a complex influence on the subjective user
experience and are challenging to extract or filter out in order to estimate the exact
QoE. [MB11a] suggested a naive approach to explicitly allow subjective rating from
users on disjoint scales of content and quality which will help to measure the primary
variable being assessed. The overlap of QoE evaulation and content assessment is
an important research challenge.
Next, let us discuss about the challenges that are invoked from an image enhance-
ment problem perspective: First, what are the set of image parameters to choose
for defining the emotional appeal of images in a data-driven methodology? This is
an open problem since the subject of human emotion is highly subjective and there
are no exact answers. There are no defined rules that can explain the procedure to
enhance any arbitrary image since each photographer uses his/her own expertise for
adjustment. In spite of this, there are certain patterns that stand out with respect
to emotional appeal in photography. For example, in nature photography, it can
be observed that most professionals share common techniques or rules of thumb
in their choices of colors, tonality, lighting, focus, vantage point and composition.
Moreover, in scenery photography, they also use high-saturation and high-contrast
colors rather than capturing the true colors of the real world. The purer the primary
colors–red (sunset, flowers), green(trees, grass), and blue (sky)–the more striking is
the scenery to the viewers.
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Second, how do we capture the notion of enhancement in a mathematical fashion
to understand the implicit relationship between an original image and its adjusted
version? This is an important step if we need to derive an image enhancement func-
tion in a data-driven fashion.
Third, how to derive the enhancement operations that can be applied to the
unseen/new image to enhance its emotional appeal? Assuming, that we have found
a perfect enhancement function, the next question is, how to apply the function to an
unseen or new image. Applying the same function to every image is a naive option
already present in auto-enhance tools, and thus we need some advanced techniques
to address this issue.
2.3 Impact
The impact of a quality assessment task can be justified by its role in the various
aspects of system development. We enumerate them as follows:
• They can be primarily used for monitoring and managing the system quality
in various control stages of the distributed multimedia systems such as VoIP,
Internet video streaming systems, virtual environments and online gaming
systems. In the acquisition stage, the system can use the quality metric to
monitor and adjust itself automatically by varying bit-rate, in order to obtain
the best quality audio and video data. In the distribution stage, a network
video server (in server-client architecture) or supplier peers (in peer-to-peer
architecture) can examine the quality of the digital video transmitted on the
network and automatically adjust the streaming control according to the re-
quirement [HCH09].
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• They can be embedded into an audio and video processing system to opti-
mize the algorithms and the parameter settings of the encoding and decod-
ing phases. For example, in a audio-visual communication system, a quality
metric can help in the optimal design of the pre-filtering and bit assignment
algorithms at the audio/video encoder. It can also help in the optimal recon-
struction, error concealment and postfiltering algorithms at the audio/video
decoder [HHCW10], [TYHT08].
• They can be employed to benchmark audio and video processing systems/
algorithms. If multiple video processing systems are available for a specific
task, then the quality assessment can help in determining which one of them
provides the best perceptual quality.
The impact of an affective image enhancement application can be explained as
follows:
• Computational frameworks for affective enhancement of images can open up a
new space of opportunity, where images from low-end devices such as mobile
phones can be enhanced to match the emotional appeal of professional cameras
as a low-cost alternative.
• This technology can be incorporated in the processing pipeline of a digital
camera as a preprocessing step, which can give innovative recommendations
for views with higher emotional appeal, thereby helping an amateur to acquire
the skills of a professional photographer.
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2.4 Contributions
The dissertation contributions are listed as follows:
1. We provide a new affect-based methodology for QoE evaluation in voice com-
munication. Different from previous approaches, we propose to assess quality
directly from the user’s affective response. Therefore, our method has the ad-
vantage of deriving subjective QoE measures in an implicit and non-intrusive
manner.
2. The experimental results indicate very promising prospect of our approach of
affect-based QoE evaluation. We evaluated the effectiveness of this approach
by using classification techniques based on Support Vector Machines (SVM)
and k-Nearest Neighbor (kNN) to discriminate different quality perceptions.
3. The accumulated evidence supports our initial hypothesis of exploiting affec-
tive response as a predictor of subjective experience of quality due to its corre-
lation with human cognitive perception. Our best experimental performance
achieved a prediction accuracy of 67.9%.
4. Regarding boarder impacts, as the communication systems become more media-
rich and interactive (e.g., spatial audio, 3D/immersive space), measuring QoE
via indirect methods will become more challenging [Ebr09]. Therefore, our
work represents an important step towards the understanding of QoE for the
future generation of communication systems.
5. As per our knowledge, affective enhancement of images is one of the first
attempt to derive a computational framework for enhancing the emotional
impact of images.
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6. We collect ground-truth data for affective enhancement of images from human
participants which is a valuable resource for understanding the underlying
relationship between them.
7. We employ a data-driven systematic framework to learn models from train-
ing data, and derive generalized enhancement functions for arbitrary/unseen
images using machine learning and statistical techniques.
8. We derive an objective methodology for evaluating the emotional enhancement
of images using a color mood space model and used it to test our approach.
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CHAPTER 3
LITERATURE REVIEW
We start this capter by presenting a literature review on Affective Computing in
Section 3.1. Next, we present a detailed literature review of the various quality
assessment methodologies from the viewpoint of audio in Section 3.2.1, video in
Section 3.2.2, and audio-visual (multimodal) applications in Section 3.2.3. This is
followed by Section 3.3, which reviews related work on various image enhacement
techniques covered in the literature. Finally, we present arguments concerning the
various advantages and disadvantages of the different techniques in Section 3.4 to
end this chapter.
3.1 Affective Computing
We start this section with an introduction to affective computing in Section 3.1.1,
followed by a discussion on emotional theories in Section 3.1.2. Then, we look into
the various information channels of emotion in Section 3.1.3, and end this section
with a description of the various affect-based applications present in the literature
in Section 3.1.4.
3.1.1 Introduction
The importance of emotions in human cognition and perception are established
through various evidences from psychological and neurological studies [Pic01, PLC06,
SGL11]. Emotions play an essential role in social interactions [Sch03, RBFD03,
SGP+05], facilitate rational decision making and perception [Dam94]. Affective
Computing involves the process of recognizing, expressing, modeling, communicat-
ing and responding to emotions [Pic03]. Affective Computing was incorporated in
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the field of Human-Computer Interaction (HCI), which can adapt more closely by
recognizing and responding appropriately to human emotions [CDCT+01]. Lately,
affect-based applications are spreading to other domains such as multimedia in-
formation retrieval (MIR) [AKJ09], video summarization [JJVS09], understand-
ing video/image semantics [HX05, KSK+10], image retrieval [MH10], visualiza-
tion [ZHJ+10], video classification [HDL+10] and video browsing [ZTH+09].
3.1.2 Theory of Emotion
Emotion theory is at the intersection of multiple disciplines and mainly based on
cognitive psychology, physiology, philosophy, economics, engineering and computer
science. Specifically, psychology has the longest history of emotion research and has
developed many framework for the theory of emotions. There are predominantly
two approaches in the classical theory of emotions: First, the discrete emotion the-
ory classifies the emotion in a number of categories usually between seven to ten
core emotions and each is denoted by a descriptive word. Different theories pro-
pose various categories but the most well known core emotions are happy, surprise,
sad, anger, disgust, contempt and fear which are universally displayed and recog-
nised [Dar05, Ekm92, Ekm99a]. The argument in favor of this theory is that, these
specific core emotions are biologically determined emotional responses whose expres-
sion and recognition are fundamentally the same irrespective of ethnic or cultural
differences. Second, the dimensional theory of emotion argue that emotion should
be conceptualized as points in a continuous (typically two or three) dimensional
space [Rus03, MR74, Bar06, WT85]. The model gained support from other research,
which revealed that people tend to perceive all kind of external stimuli in terms
of valence and activation [Sch02]. Russell [RM77] proposed the use of independent
bipolar dimensions of pleasure-displeasure, arousal and dominance-submissiveness in
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support of the dimensional theory of emotion. Valence represents the pleasantness-
unpleasantness in a positive-negative biploar axis and arousal indicates the intensity
of the emotion in terms of activated-deactivated in a positive-negative bipolar axis
of the other dimension.
3.1.3 Information Channels of Emotion
Human affect is manifested through various sensory channels which are rich infor-
mation sources such as autonomic nervous system, facial, vocal, body gestures and
electrodermal response.
Physiological signal processing for emotion detection involve the popular fea-
tures such as galvanic skin response, electrocardiogram (ECG), electroencephalo-
gram (EEG), skin temperature, heat flux and blood volume pulse. Emotional
arousal are found to be detected by scanning brain activity, pulse rate, blood pres-
sure or skin conductance [CD10]. The procedures for collecting physiological mea-
sures vary between a simple sensor on a finger (for monitoring pulse rate and skin
conductance) to more invasive sensors such as ECG and EEG.
Facial Expressions are a rich source of information for affect as previous research
indicates that facial cues (smiles, chuckles, smirks, frowns and likewise) are impor-
tant indicators of social interactions [RBFD03], which help to determine the focus of
attention [PR00]. Ekman developed a formulation known as Facial Action Coding
System (FACS), which essentially encodes the facial feature points with respect to
their respective emotion categories. It used an unobtrusive technique by measuring
muscular movements in terms of distance between feature points on the face (also
known as action units) [RE93, Ekm99b].
Speech Analysis for emotion is a well studied area where the objective is to derive
certain features, which can effectively capture the various human emotions. Though
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there are many proposals in the literature which address this problem in different
context, but the most common feature set is found to be pitch, intensity, speech
rate, pitch contour and phonetic features [ZPRH09, CDCT+01, LN05, BFH+03,
Sch03]. Some of the systems that analyse speech for detecting emotion are described
in [SCGH05, SS01, SBCL04]. These systems achieve an accuracy rate of 72%-85%
when detecting one or more basic emotions from noise-free audio-visual input.
Body Gesture Recognition tends to associate certain body movements to spe-
cific emotions [BC98, Mei05, Wal98]. A fused methodology for bi-modal emotion
recognition by considering facial expressions and body gesture is reported in [GP07].
They provided a list of expressive gestures and their correlated emotion categories,
whereby it is observed that hand gesture is the most common and natural inter-
active media. The tracking aparatus can be glove-based (intrusive) or vision-based
(nonintrusive).
Eye Tracking can be utilized to record the gaze direction and eye fixation, which
are found to be strong indicators of visual attention [SPS+05, KSK+10]. Even
though eye-tracking related features are not directly associated to the affective state
of the user, they remain good indicators of attention that can help to determine
potential sources of emotional stimuli and identify their importance to the observer.
The systems required for eye-tracking are categorised into wearable, non-wearable,
infrared-based and appearence-based.
User-feedback procedure is explicit in nature and is based on the assumption that
human participants are willing to recognise and report their emotions. There are two
major methods: (1) the discrete emotion approach and (2) the dimensional approach.
The discrete emotion approach relies on the categorisation that is reflected in the
classification of the semantics for emotions in natural language. This approach
has the following disadvantages: (i) the possibility that one or several feedback
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alternatives may bias the user to choose them, (ii) the user may wish to refer to a
category that is not provided in the list, (iii) some of the emotion labels may be
unfamiliar to the user. The dimensional approach is based on the pleasure-arousal-
dominance model of emotion as described earlier where an user can simply report
his/her emotional experience by indicating coordinates in a three-diemnsional space
with a scale of 0-9 for each dimension in the general case. Due to high correlation
between pleasure and dominance dimensions, in practice only two dimensions are
applied, thus forming a two-dimensional valence-arousal space.
3.1.4 Affect-based Applications
Affective Computing based applications found a natural place in Human-Computer
Interaction (HCI) scenarios, where the system is made to adapt more closely in
response to human emotion. Affective interfaces which have the ability to detect
subtleties of user’s emotional behavior and to initiate interactions based on this
information was proposed in [LN02]. The multimodal system of [DGH+02] applied
a model of embodied cognition that can be seen as a detailed mapping between
the user’s affective states and the type of interface adaptations. The tool proposed
in [MP06], is capable of learning and analyzing the user’s context-dependent behav-
ioral pattern from multi-sensory data and adapting the interface accordingly. The
Automated Learning Companion in [KBP07] combines information from cameras,
a sensing chair and mouse, wireless skin sensor and task state to detect frustra-
tion in order to predict when the user needs help. Affect-based systems are also
found to be effective in applications for customer services, call centers, intelligent
automobile systems, game and entertainment industry. Lately, there is a lot of in-
terest in applying affective techniques for multimedia applications with the aim of
bridging the well-know “semantic-gap” present between the lower level data and
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the higher level semantic concepts. Affective feedback as implicit source of evidence
was proposed in [AKJ09], to evaluate the topical relevance of information items in
multimedia search systems. The authors also explored similar techniques for web
search systems [AJG08], and the effetiveness of personalized affective models for
predicting topical relevance [AAJ10]. Affective video summarisation was proposed
in [JJVS09], where the user’s facial expressions were analysed to infer personalised
affective scenes from a video that can be tailored to individual preference. Affective
modeling of videos with the help of content analysis was explored in [HX05], and a
computational framework was developed by considering the two-dimensional theory
of valence-arousal. Affect-based image retrieval was demonstrated in [MH10], by
extracting various low-level features such as color, texture, composition and content
to represent the emotional content of an image and developing classification tech-
niques by leveraging the standard affective image database known as International
Affective Picture System (IAPS). An affective recommender system was illustrated
in [TBK10], based on user’s emotional response with the underlying assumption
that affective parameters are more closely related to the user’s experience than
generic metadata (e.g. genre) and are thus more suitable for separating the relevant
items from the non-relevant. Affect-based presentation of home videos was exhibited
in [XK11], for automatically creating video presentations by considering emotional
tone, other content related features and social networks for deriving local and global
main characters based on face detection.
3.2 Media Quality Assessment
We classify media quality based on the three most popular forms i.e., audio, visual
and audio-visual categories, which are discussed in the following sections.
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3.2.1 Audio Quality Assessment
We classify available quality evaluation methods of voice communcation in three
groups: (a) user feedback, (b) QoS-based estimation, and (c) media quality analysis.
User Feedback
This group of methods obtain explicit input from the user for quality measurement.
For example, in the popular format of Mean Opinion Score (MOS) [itu96], users
are asked to complete a questionnaire based on a 1-to-5 Likert scale. It is a simple
method that provides subjective measure of user’s perception. The main disadvan-
tage is its intrusiveness [AJG08]. The laboratory settings are often not transparent
to the participants, which destroy the eco-psychological validity of a naturalistic
study. Thus, the user feedback may not easily elicit spontaneous expressive behavior.
Another disadvantage is the issue of scaling quality with numbers [KMK99, WS98].
To alleviate these problems, an interesting idea of OneClick [CTX09] was proposed
where the user only needs to click the mouse whenever he/she feels dissatisfied with
the quality. Compared to traditional user feedback, it is less intrusive: the user task
is reduced from a multiple-choice decision to a dichotomous one and the test can
be performed “during” user interaction instead of “after”. However, OneClick still
requires direct user attention which poses cognitive overhead. For more interactive
systems like gaming or 3D immersion, this technique implies that the user may have
to pause his/her ongoing activity from time to time.
QoS-based Estimation
A good amount of research has been done in this area [CHHL06, MTK02, WCHL09,
SW07, GMSL10], where QoE is modeled with the underlying QoS parameters. QoS-
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based methods are implicit and non-intrusive which makes them an appealing choice.
However, these methods are essentially objective approximation of QoE due to lack
of user engagement. Accordingly, they cannot cover all QoE dimensions that may
effect user perception and experience [CTX09], and the discrepancy among the user
population tend to be ignored [CWCL09]. For example, users have different sensitiv-
ity to delays under varying conversational dynamics (e.g., various talk/silent spurt
duration) [SW07]. It is hard to accommodate such features in QoS-based estimation.
The correlation between QoS and QoE also becomes more intractable for advanced
communication systems, which greatly complicate the modeling process [WAR+09].
Moreover, there are non-trivial technical details regarding its deployment in the
field such as messaging overhead, traffic detection [BS06, BMM+07] and the buffer
masking effect on the interaction between QoE and delay/loss [WCHL09]. A crowd-
sourceable evaluation framework was proposed in [CWCL09], where the experimen-
tal process of QoE evaluation is outsourced to the Internet crowd thereby gaining a
rich set of rated samples at a lower economic cost with a diverse set of participants
alongwith their subjective wisdom.
Media Quality Analysis
Media quality analysis methods assess the quality by measuring the distortion of
the signal based on certain analysis models like signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). More
sophisticated ones attempt to incorporate human auditory perception such as En-
hanced Bark Spectral Distortion (EBSD) and Perceptual Speech Quality Mea-
sure (PSQM) [FC06]. Similar to QoS-based estimation, these methods do not re-
quire explicit user input. The state-of-the-art standard in this category is ITU-T
P.862 [pes01], also known as the Perceptual Evaluation of Speech Quality (PESQ).
The drawback of PESQ is that it is double-ended: the algorithm requires both the
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original and the degraded signals to compute the quality difference [RBK+06]. Fur-
ther, it fails to consider factors such as various listening levels, sidetone/talk echo,
and conversational delay/interaction [CTX09, CHHL06].
We argue that a suitable QoE evaluation method in voice communication should
capture the subjective measures from the user in a non-intrusive manner. It is clear
that none of the existing methods comprise of both characteristics. The contribution
of this article is the proposition of a new affect-based approach which opens such
possibility.
3.2.2 Video Quality Estimation
The user feedback and QoS-based methodologies are similar to the above audio
techniques which can be used likewise, since they are not dependent on the content.
With regards to media content, video quality assessment can be extrapolated from
image quality techniques on a frame-by-frame basis and applying some operator such
as Minkowski summation of the frame-level scores. Objective algorithms based on
media quality analysis are generally categorized as follows: (a) full-reference (FR),
(b) reduced-reference (RR), and (c) no-reference (NR).
FR algorithms are double-ended since it requires both the original/reference and
distorted signals for comparing them and predict a quality score which signifies the
subjective assessment of the distorted stimulus. The ITU-T J.247 [itu08] recomme-
dation for perceptual video quality transmitted over error-prone channels with cod-
ing impairments and transmission errors take 4 spatial and 2 temporal distortion
indicators. The most widely used objective video quality metric is Peak Signal-to-
Noise Ratio (PSNR) which does not have a high correlation with the perceptual
quality since it does not take the human visual system (HVS) into consideration.
Perception-based quality assessment models exploit the HVS using pyscho-visual
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processing of the human vision and perception by integrating certain typical factors
such as contrast and orientation sensitivity, frequency selection, spatial-temporal
pattern masking and color perception [YRH+10a]. These factors are derived from
several psychovisual experiments to study the human perception with varying spa-
tial and temporal distorted visual stimulus. Some of the techniques in psychovisual
based quality assessment are MPQM [vdBLV96], PDM [Win99], DVQ [WHM01],
and wavelet-based metric [MHS06]. Psychovisual methods generally derive good
performance since they mimic the HVS and the human perception but the draw-
back of these techniques are its computational complexity. They are thereby unable
to process in real-time which is a critical requirement in many applications. To
counter this problem, simplified metrics (based primarily on image content and dis-
tortion analysis due to coding and transmission errors while psychophysical effects
are considered with a lesser extent) are developed which are mathematical-based
algorithms. Some of the methods in this category are [BBBK07], [AJD+02], but
the most popular one is Video Quality Metric or VQM [PW04], where the video
sequence is divided into spatio-temporal blocks and seven parameters are extracted
for comparison which are from spatial gradient activity, chrominance information,
contrast information and absolute temporal information. Some of the most popular
FR image quality assessment algorithms are based on simplified metrics such as
SSIM (Structural Similarity Index Measure) [WLB04] and VIF (Visual Information
Fidelity) [SB06]. These techniques can be extrapolated to the video domain with a
frame-by-frame computation. Other interesting ideas are as follows: (a) motion in-
formation is recently found to be an important component and MOVIE [SB10] index
performed extremely well in terms of correlation with human perception; (b) just no-
ticeable distortion (JND) take advantage of the fact that HVS cannot perceive any
changes between adjacent pixels below a threshold and several approaches based
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on sub-band (DCT or wavelet) domain or pixel domain are proposed [MZLN10];
and (c) visual attention analysis [Koh03] based methods are found to be impor-
tant attributes of the perceptual system currently ignored in most existing metrics
and basically provides differentiated importance to various salient regions based on
human attention [YPHG09].
RR algorithms operate without the use of pristine reference and instead, use
additional information extracted from the original signal along with the distorted
one. The extracted features can be PSNR [LKJ+02], attention based [YPHG09],
wavelet transform [LK03] and SSIM [WLB04] which require lower bandwidth for
transmission rather than using the entire reference signal for aiding the quality
assessment task.
NR algorithms are completely blind i.e., only uses the distorted signal for as-
sessing quality, which makes it difficult and challenging. Most work on NR so far
relies on prior knowledge of the distortion process, such as degradation from com-
pression that creates characteristic artifacts such as blocking, blurring, or ringing,
to develop an algorithm [YGEMD07], [WSM01]. Typically coding and transmission
parameters such as number of lost packets, type of packet lost and likewise are used
as mapping artifacts for quality assessment. A truly NR algorithm that predicts the
quality with a high probability is still to materialize and remains an interesting re-
search problem. Human attentional mechanisms and motion analysis are attractive
research directions to pursue [SB11, MB11b, YRH+10b].
3.2.3 Audio-Visual Quality Estimation
Audio-Visual quality assessment can be referred to Quality-of-Experience (QoE)
due to its multiple modalities and is the end-goal of most communication systems,
which are derived by the end user of the system. All the present techniques are
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unfortunately related to assessment in one single modality and either focus on audio
or video quality alone, without taking into account the possible cross-modal effects.
ITU-R P.910 [itu99] describes a subjective assessment method that can be used to
evaluate one-way overall video quality for multimedia applications such as video-
conferencing in interactive scenarios.
Synchronization between the individual media components is a major indicator
of the quality of multimedia signals. It has been found that the perception of asyn-
chrony is not symmetric and humans are more tolerant of video being ahead of audio
in the playback timeline rather than the opposite situation (audio stream leads the
video stream) [YRH+10b]. It has also been proved by subjective tests that there
is a strong mutual influence between audio and video on the experienced overall
quality [YRH+10b]. To solve the multimodal quality assessment problem, a deeper
understanding of both the human perceptual process to audio-visual stimuli as well
as, at what stage the audio and visual processes are fused to form a single overall
quality experience is required. The state-of-art multimodal quality assessment tech-
niques follow a naive approach of fusion by a weighted linear combination of the
different sensory modalities. The different weights are associated to the importance
of audio or video channels which are found to be task-dependent i.e., video quality
dominates audio quality in a number of situations such as high motion video, while
audio quality dominates overall quality for specific stimuli such as “talking head”
videos [SB11].
3.3 Image Enhancement
The image enhancement problem has been studied in the literature from various
contexts, and thus can be classified across various dimensions: point-based process-
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ing in Section 3.3.1, spatial processing in Section 3.3.2, object-based processing in
Section 3.3.3 and data-driven processing in Section 3.3.4
3.3.1 Point-based Processing
Point-processing algorithms enhance each pixel separately without considering spa-
tial interactions and dependencies with the neighboring pixels. Typical digital image
enhancement techniques fall in this category such as histogram stretching/shrinking,
gamma and power law transformation [GW02, Pra01, Jai84]. Log transformation
compresses the dynamic range of an image after Discrete Fourier Transfrom (DFT)
is applied to the image. Adaptive histogram equalization flattens the histogram
throughout the entire range of the pixels, which is motivated by the information
theory principle stating that a uniform probability density function contains the
largest amount of information. All the above techniques are involved in shaping
the contrast in some way by applying the function to the monochromatic chan-
nel for gray-level images. These methods have also been adapted for color images
by transformation to other color spaces where the chromatic components are more
uncorrelated from the achromatic components [LS84, KR95, PK96, LMM01].
3.3.2 Spatial Processing
Spatial enhancement techniques apply some form of filter or mask on the image
and thereby each pixel and its spatial neighborhood has a dependency relationship.
Some of the operations of this category are convolution filter in the spatial and
Fourier frequency domains, Wiener filter, homomorphic filters, high-pass and low-
pass filters [GW02, Pra01, Jai84]. Other variants of this category are the non-linear
filters (transform function is nonlinear), order-statistic filters (intensity values based
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on their rank within a spatial processing window), morphology filters (utilizing the
maximum or minimum value of the order statisitic in the local window) [KA97,
Ser82, APM00].
Another form of nonlinear enhancement algorithms is the transform-mapping
framework, where the image is first processed with a transformation operator that
separates the original image into two components: one is semantically meaningful
and the other is noise. A nonlinear mapping then removes the noise and the inverse
transformation operator is applied to generate the enhanced image. An example of
this category is image denoising filters with wavelet transformation. Edge-adaptive
filters focus on the preservation of edges in the image frame. The edges can be
easily detected as corresponding to siginificant differences of pixel intensities between
adjoining pixels. Maintaining the edges is critical for the spatial integrity of the
objects in the scene. A typical edge preserving filter utilizes an adaptive gaussian
kernel as its transformation operator.
3.3.3 Object-based Processing
The success of the above techniques paved the way to conceive more sophisticated
controls with complex characteristics. Shape and orientation based adjustments for
the various objects within the image were proposed by many researchers which led
to the development of interesting application areas. Carroll et.al. [CAA10] presented
a system for artistic perspective manipulation to produce a variety of effects such
as changing the perspective composition of a scene not realizable with a camera
using shape-preserving image warps. Zhou et.al. [ZFL+10] proposed an easy-to-use
enhancement technique for realistic reshaping of human bodies in a single image
producing visually pleasing result with a variety of poses and shapes by a novel
body-aware image warping technique. A data-driven enhancement system for facial
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attractiveness in frontal portraits is proposed in [LCODL08] which learns a set of
distances from a variety of facial feature locations using a ground-truth training
dataset.
3.3.4 Data-driven Processing
Data-driven processing is another line of research followed by enhancing images us-
ing data features such as color and tonal properties of images, to achieve various
objectives. One general trend in this direction is to transfer the image charac-
teristics of a source image to a target image by color harmonization [SJMP10],
tonal and textural features [BPD06]. Other proposals in this category involve
learning of characteristic image properties from example images and then using
this knowledge to enhance arbitrary/unseen images. Examples are: color harmo-
nization [COSG+06], relighting effects by neutralizing the light colors using spa-
tially varying while-balance [HMP+08], personal photo enhancement [JMAK10],
color theme [WYW+10], color and tone style [WYX11], and collaborative person-
alization [KKL10], [CKK11]. Dale et.al. [DJS+09] described an image restoration
method using various operations such as white balance correction, exposure correc-
tion and contrast enhancement by leveraging a large database of images gathered
from the web. An effective decolorization algorithm is proposed in [AAB11], that
preserves the appearence of the original color image by blending the luminance and
the chrominance information in order to conserve the initial color disparity while
enhancing the chromatic contrast. An efficient method for recovering reliable lo-
cal sets of dense correspondences between two images with some shared content is
described in [HSGL11], with applications in automatic example-based photograph
enhancement such as adjusting the tonal characteristics of a source image to match
a reference, transferring a known mask to a new image, and kernel estimation for
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image deblurring.
Quality enhancement of images is one of the heavily studied areas with many pro-
posals in the literature. The general objective of all these techniques are essentially
to improve the quality of pictures by manipulating color, contrast, tonal, textural
features of the degraded images [RJW02], [MI07], [MM08]. Computational models
for media aesthetics [JDF+11] and emotion [MH10] are slowly gaining importance
in bridging the semantic gap [DJLW06] and to create new applications [ZTH+09]
due to its close correlation with human visual perception. Though there are many
image-editing software present in the market such as Adobe Photoshop and the
open-source GIMP, these applications require manual control for enhancing images
which is not practical in large-scale environments. Though they are provided with
automated controls such as the Retinex filter [RJW02], but these techniques do not
consider affect or emotion while adjusting the image, which is our focus in this pa-
per. We follow a data-driven approach in our framework since it is non-intrusive (no
human involvement after collection of training data) in nature and more practically
feasible due to its computational characteristics.
3.4 Drawback of Previous Approaches
In this section, let us summarize the drawbacks of all the different approaches that
are discussed till now as follows:
• FR/RR algorithms are the most popular and the most studied ones based on
the different spatio-temporal metrics such as MSE, PSNR, SSIM, MOVIE on
a frame-by-frame basis. But the most primary drawback of this approach is its
unusability in many real-time multimedia applications such as VoIP, Internet
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video streaming and similar applications. where the reference signal is not
available at the client end.
• Subjective/MOS-based techniques are intrusive since they require user’s ex-
plicit input during the evaluation process, which makes them expensive and
slow with high resource overhead and limited efficiency. Moreover, subject’s
feeling can be exposed to various effects such as personal biases and limited hu-
man memory effect. The main weakness of MOS-based evaluation is its varied
and vague interpretation of levels i.e., how should a user differentiate between
levels 1/2 or 2/3 (e.g. if a user feels the quality is average then whether he/she
should rate it as 2, 3 or 4 [CTX09]) and the cognitive distance between Bad
(1) and Poor (2) is usually different from that between Good (4) and Excellent
(5) [WS98].
• QoS-based methodologies estimate quality from underlying transport/network
level properties such as delay, loss-rate, and bandwidth by continuous probing
and monitoring. Some of the drawbacks are as follows: (a) deterministic mod-
eling from QoS to QoE is not able to cover various factors related to cognitive
and behavioral perceptions [WAR+09], (b) message overhead for continuous
probing, (c) detecting multimedia traffic is nontrivial [BS06], [BMM+07] and
(d) modeling delay/loss-rate effect on QoE is delicate due to buffer mask-
ing [WCHL09].
• Media-based quality assessment mechanisms are heavily studied and found to
perform well in estimating perceptual media quality. But most of them are FR-
based algorithms which have the obvious drawbacks as discussed above. More-
over these methods fail to consider certain factors from real-time interactive
applications such as variable listening levels, sidetone/talk echo effects, con-
versational delay/interaction [CHHL06]. Multimedia signals generated from
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multiple sensory modalities such as audio+video and their mutual influence
which can have a significant impact on the final multimodal quality or QoE.
These are also not addressed in media-based techniques since they only model
media-content related metrics extracted through various audio, video, and
image processing algorithms.
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CHAPTER 4
QUALITY OF EXPERIENCE EVALUATION
Our choice of affect-based approach for QoE evaluation is linked to the fact that
human emotion have a high degree of semblance to subjective user perception which
plays a decisive role in the cognitive decision process of assessing quality. We propose
and examine the following research hypothesis:
• H: The user perception of multimedia communication quality is correlated to
his/her affective feedback response (i.e., audio, visual, speech, physiological),
which will vary across different conditions that cause quality distortion (such
as network channel properties, source coding artifacts).
We start this chapter with an introduction of the affective framework in Section 4.1
followed by a detailed discussion in Section 4.2. Then we illustrate the experimental
design in Section 4.3 and we end this chapter with a demonstration of the results
in Section 4.4.
4.1 Introduction
The voice communication industry is undergoing a rapid phase change with tech-
nologies such as cellular, mobile and Internet telephony replacing the conventional
telephone networks. Service providers are faced with offering high communication
quality under more heterogeneous and dynamic networking conditions. Effective
evaluation of system performance is becoming critical, which will serve as an im-
portant instrument for quality monitoring and management. Traditional evaluation
methods are very system-oriented where Quality of Service (QoS) metrics have been
the de facto standards for voice communication technologies.
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Recently, there is a paradigm shift towards user-oriented methodologies with
the introduction of human-centric computing in the systems area [JSGP06], and
the concept of Quality of Experience (QoE) is gradually gaining popularity [Jai04,
TYHT08, Ebr09]. Since QoE metrics are closely related to human perception, they
could potentially serve as more valuable quality indicator from the user perspective.
There are no universal definition of Quality of Experience (QoE) due to its var-
ied interpretation in different context. Some consider the notion of QoE to be the
totality of QoS mechanisms provided to ensure smooth transmission of audio and
video over IP networks. Others consider QoE to be the perception of elements of the
network and performance relative to the expectation of users/subscribers. By com-
bining the different interpretations, we can deduce QoE to be a multi-dimensional
construct of user perceptions at the end-point application layer and can be con-
ceptualised as the experience derived from the total QoS provided by the different
layers of the communication stack.
The main challenge of how to evaluate QoE remains largely unsolved due to its
complexity. Over the years, different meanings have been attached to the term [qoe98,
BC07, WAR+09]. Theoretical studies from various disciplines characterize QoE as
a multi-dimensional construct which involves both subjective and objective factors
intertwined in the user interaction such as perception, emotion, behavior, need,
context, system and networking [FB04, Csi90, VTR92, HS82, AMR02, DBW89,
VMDD03]. In practice, system developers have applied QoE assessment techniques,
ranging from user feedback [CTX09, itu96], QoS-based estimation [CHHL06, SW07]
to media quality analysis [pes01, itu05]. Despite the value demonstrated, each ap-
proach has limitations and weaknesses as elucidated in related work (Chapter 3).
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In this paper, we investigate the usability of affective computing in evaluat-
ing QoE of voice communication. Affective computing deals with the analysis
of human emotional variables naturally revealed during the user-system interac-
tion. In the process, emotions have been shown to have strong association with
user experience regarding interest, satisfaction, motivation and performance [Nah04,
Nah98, TWZ+08, Kra02]. Using signal processing, linguistic analysis, and psycho-
physiological techniques, automated emotion recognition is feasible by aggregating
affective cues from multi-modal user input such as facial expression, speech, body
gesture, and neuroimaging [ZPRH09, KP05, Pel05]. Leveraging on these findings,
affect-aware systems are emerging that dynamically adapt according to the change
of user emotions in applications of user interface, health care, education, customer
service, intelligent automobile, entertainment, information retrieval and social sig-
nal processing [CD10, AJG08, AKJ09, VPBP08, VPB09, CP07].
Guided by the above evidences, we hypothesize that QoE or the user percep-
tion of quality in voice communication is correlated to his/her affective behav-
ior (e.g., pitch, voice, timing and articulation), which will vary across networking
conditions. To the best of our knowledge, the analysis of affective behavior and its
role in the QoE evaluation of voice communication is an unexplored area. As an
initial step, we focus on experimental user studies to record changes of user affect
state and examine at what level QoE is reflected from these changes.
The general scheme of the experiment is given in Figure 4.1, which shows the
network setting, the voice communication, the audio signal input, and the affect
analysis framework. Our study is based on the context of human-human voice
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Figure 4.1: The overview of affect-based approach for QoE evaluation in voice com-
munication.
communication. In a test session, two participants are engaged in natural conversa-
tion through a VoIP connection mediated with varying QoS parameters (e.g., delay,
loss rate, and bandwidth). During the conversation, the communication quality
is tagged by user feedback (“Good”, “Average” and “Bad”). The conversation is
saved and further processed by the affect analysis framework oﬄine. The front
end of the framework performs feature extraction to derive samples. The set of
features are drawn from three major categories of affective signals involving acous-
tic, lexical and discourse features as suggested by previous research in emotion
detection [CDCT+01, ZPRH09, BFH+03, LN05]. The affective behavior is analyzed
individually for each category as well as combined. A subset of samples are used
to train classification modules. Then, the rest samples are used for performance
testing. Finally, the accuracy analysis is provided by comparing the output of the
affect analysis framework (i.e., QoE estimation) with the user tagged feedback.
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Our contributions in this paper are the followings. Most of all, we provide a
new affect-based methodology of QoE evaluation in voice communication. Different
from previous approaches, we propose to assess quality directly from the user af-
fective responses. Therefore, our method has the advantage of deriving subjective
QoE measures in an implicit and non-intrusive manner. The experimental results
indicate very promising prospect of this approach. Regarding boarder impacts, as
the communication systems become more media-rich and interactive (e.g., spatial
audio, 3D/immersive space), measuring QoE via indirect methods will become more
challenging [Ebr09]. Therefore, our work represents an important step towards the
understanding of QoE for the future generation of communication systems.
4.2 Affect Analysis Framework
The basic approach of affect-based framework is to apply multi-modal analysis for
QoE evaluation. The front end of the framework performs feature extraction from
the audio signals of user conversation. In our study, three major categories of affec-
tive signals are extracted including acoustic features, lexical features and discourse
features. The importance and usage of acoustic features for automatic emotion de-
tection has been well-studied [CDCT+01]. However, acoustic-based methods are
effective for posed expression in staged scenarios but degrades in natural human
interaction with spontaneous expression [ZPRH09]. The common wisdom is to in-
corporate acoustic features along with lexical and discourse features for performance
enhancement [ZPRH09, BFH+03]. Since we target normal human-human voice com-
munication, we include all these features in the framework. After feature extraction,
the affective response is analyzed individually by the classification module of each
category. In the last stage, the results are then combined to generate the final output
of the framework (i.e., QoE estimation).
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Figure 4.2: The block diagram of the audio analysis framework.
We follow the general methodologies and technical justifications as presented
in [LN05] for the design of the framework, but we independently complete the imple-
mentation and integration work. We briefly introduce each module of the framework
in the following sections as it is not our major focus of this research. An overview
of the framework is presented in Figure 4.2.
4.2.1 Acoustic Features
We consider 22 different acoustic attributes related to segmental and suprasegmental
information of speech signals. These attributes are derived from turn-level statistics
and transformations in the domains of fundamental frequency, energy, duration,
and formants.
• Fundamental Frequency (F0): the lowest frequency of the signal wave. We
use statistical functionals of mean, median, standard deviation, maximum,
minimum, range (maximum-miniumn) and linear regression coefficient.
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• Energy (Er): computed as the Root Mean Square (RMS) of the signal, i.e.,
Er =
√
(
∑N
n=0 x
2
n)
N
for a PCM frame of size N . Similarly, we use statistical
functionals of mean, median, standard deviation, maximum, minumum, range,
and linear regression coefficient.
• Duration: computed by comparing various voiced and non-voiced regions in a
temporal-domain analysis of the speech waveform. The individual attributes
are speech-rate, duration of the longest voiced speech and ratio of voiced and
unvoiced region.
• Formants : basically the resonance of human vocal tract. Formant location
and bandwidth are used to identify phonetic property of human speech. We
use the first and second formant frequencies (F1, F2), their corresponding
bandwidths (BW1, BW2) and the mean.
The module of acoustic feature extraction was implemented based on the tool
of openSMILE [EWS10], an open-source software that can extract many low-level
acoustic features and statistic functionals. The 22 acoustic attributes form the base
feature set (denoted as Base). Generally, not all features are equally significant for
affective analysis. Following the work of [LN05], we perform feature selection with
an expectation to improve prediction accuracy by dropping off the least significant
attributes. We employ the leave-one-out method for feature selection and the nearest
neighborhood rule for estimating accuracy. We generate two subsets from the base
feature set, one has 10 best features (denoted as f10) and the other has 15 best
features (denoted as f15). Lastly, we obtain another feature set by performing
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) on the base feature set, which is denoted as
PCA.
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4.2.2 Lexical Features
Lexical features here refer to language related information regarding the fact that
people tend to choose specific words for various expressions, e.g., “can’t”, “damn”,
“bad”, and “great” [Csi90]. In our study, we adopt the notion of mutual informa-
tion [GLM+90] to establish the correlation between words and different QoE levels.
Denote the vocabulary V = {v1, v2, ..., vn} and the set of quality levels Q =
{q1, q2, ..., qm}. As mentioned earlier, we choose m = 3 (i.e., “Good”, “Average”,
and “Bad”). The mutual information is given as:
I(v, q) = log
Pr{q|v}
Pr{q} (4.1)
for v ∈ V and q ∈ Q. Intuitively, if a word v is correlated with a quality level
q, then Pr{q|v} > Pr{q} and I(v, q) is positive. If there is no correlation, then
Pr{q|v} = Pr{q} and I(v, q) is zero. If v makes q less likely, I(v, q) is negative.
Given an utterance, the action for quality level qk can be calculated as:
ak =
n∑
i=1
OiI(qk, vi) + log(qk) (4.2)
where Oi is the likelihood that word vi is recognized in the utterance by the speech
recognition module. For simplicity, we use a one-layer network where the order
and sequence of words are not considered. Finally, we use {a0, a1, a2, a0 − a1, a1 −
a2, a2−a0} as the feature set for the lexical information. We took leverage from the
Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) system from the HTK Toolkit [WOVY94] of
Cambridge University for predicting text output of voice signals, which is based
on the Hidden Markov Models (HMM). The models of HMM are accessed and
trained on Wall Street Journal (WSJ) corpora [Ver06] and the generated tied-state
cross-word triphones are utilized for later recognition purposes. We develop a 3-
gram language model provided in a 1,200 million English Gigaword corpus [GC03]
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indexed with the Linguistic Data Consortium catalogue and also coupled with a
125,000-word CMU pronounciation dictionary [Rud07].
4.2.3 Discourse Features
The value of discourse information for emotion recognition has been noted in the
literature, particularly combined with acoustic information to improve the accu-
racy [ADK+02, AGA+01]. In our study, we take a simplified approach by modeling
only repetition, which is found to be the most important indicator of trouble in com-
munication [BFH+03]. We choose from 1-word to 5-word repetitions and formulate
the dimensions of discourse feature set as: number of 1-word repetition, number of
2-word repetitions, and likewise. Moreover, we construct another repetition metric
as the following:
R =
5∑
i=1
ri ∗ wi (4.3)
where ri is the number of i -word repetitions and wi represents a proportional weigh-
tage which assigns higher weight to the repetition of longer sequence of words (e.g., 5-
word repetition). The discourse feature extraction relies on the same automatic
speech recognition module as described in the lexical features (Section 4.2.2).
4.2.4 Classifiers
The classifiers form the core component of the framework, which is used to provide
QoE prediction based on an input set of features extracted from previous feature
extraction modules (shown in Figure 4.2). The original data set contain samples
tagged with user quality feedback, which is divided into training set and testing
set. For the initial training phase, samples of the training set are utilized to build
a classifier. During the testing phase, samples of the testing set are fed into the
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classifier (with user feedback removed) which will output QoE predictions. Then,
the output is used to compare with the user feedback. Overall, 75% of the data
samples are used for training and the rest 25% for testing.
Two basic types of classifiers are used here, namely Support Vector Machines (SVM)
and k-Nearest Neighbors (kNN). SVM involves the construction of a set of hyper-
planes by maximizing the separating distance between the nearest training data
points among all classes. In contrast, kNN works by computing the k nearest neigh-
bors to the input sample based on a distance metric (by default, Euclidean) and
using a majority vote among the neighbors to determine the class label of the sample.
Our rationale for choosing SVM and kNN classifiers are mainly due to their effec-
tiveness and performance benefit. Though we test various classification methods,
our framework does not depend on any one particular technique.
We make no assumption on the dependency between these features and the user
experience of quality. Instead, we take an unequivocal classification approach, using
the ground truth from the training data. For SVM classifier, we trained our models
with the radial basis function (RBF) kernel. To identify the optimal values of C
(cost) and γ (kernel parameter), we apply cross-validation with iteratively refined
grid-search method [AKJ09]. The notations of the four different SVM derivatives
used in our study are given as follows.
• SVM : uses fixed training and testing sets.
• SVM–5CV : divides the data into five randomly chosen segments of equal size
and run five times with each run comprising of four segments for training and
one segment for testing (5-fold cross-validation).
• SVM–5WC and SVM–10WC : employs a 2-layer hierarchical SVM model that
trains 5 and 10 bottom-layer weak classifiers (5WC and 10WC respectively)
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on different subsets of the training set and the output of each is used to train
a top-layer meta-classifier.
For kNN classifier, we trained two derivatives. Their notations are given as follows.
• kNN : similar to that of SVM with k = 10.
• kNN–5CV : similar to that of SVM–5CV with an iterative number of nearest
neighbors from k = 1 to 15.
Since we incorporate multiple affective sources (i.e., acoustic, lexical, discourse)
in our framework, we need aggregation scheme to produce a single output. One
simple method is to employ feature-level fusion which merges all features from dif-
ferent sources into a large feature vector as the input to a single classifier. In con-
trast, decision-level fusion takes results from multiple classifiers to compute a single
value. We take the latter approach and calcuate the average of results from each
classifier as the final output. As simple as it is, such method achieves pretty good
performance [KHDM98, TvBDK00]. For software, we use the tools of libSVM [CL01]
for SVM classifiers and Weka [HFH+09] for kNN classifiers.
4.3 Experimental Design
We designed the user study experiment for the examination of the following research
hypothesis:
H: The user perception of voice communication quality is correlated to his/her
affective response, which will vary across networking conditions.
The main purpose of the experiment was to collect two types of data: audio signal
of user conversation and the user quality feedback. For that purpose, we engaged
two participants in natural conversation through a VoIP connection. During the
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test, we tuned the QoS parameters of delay, loss rate and bandwidth to simulate
various networking conditions. We expect that the affect state of user as reflected
from his/her voice will change accordingly, as well as his/her subjective perception
of the communication quality. Thus, we recorded the voice conversation and asked
the user to rate the quality. The collected data were used for training and testing
by the affect analysis framework in the next stage (Section 5.2).
4.3.1 Networking
We installed two desktop computers with Intel i686 Core 2 Quad CPU 32-bit
(2.39GHz) and 2GB RAM running Linux kernel (Ver. 2.6.31.5) as each end of a
VoIP connection. The two computers were placed in two separate and quiet rooms
of our department building (one in the second floor and the other in the third floor).
During the experiment, no other person was allowed inside the room to avoid any
psychological influence on the participants.
We configured a third computer (with similar hardware settings and the same
operating system) to be used as a layer-2 bridge. The bridge computer had two
network interface cards to connect with the two VoIP end computers. We installed
the Linux brctl utility on the bridge computer to form a LAN: (VoIP end computer
1) ↔ (bridge computer) ↔ (VoIP end computer 2). All physical connections were
based on dedicated wired lines with no interference from external network traffic.
To simulate various networking conditions, we instrumented the traffic flow between
the two VoIP end computers by applying dummynet [Riz97] on the bridge computer.
The dummynet software allows us to tune the network condition with different delay,
loss rate and bandwidth settings.
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4.3.2 Voice Channel
Each VoIP end computer was equipped with a Logitech headset with speaker/microphone
for voice capturing, playback, and recording. We used the library of PortAudio [Ben01]
to record audio signals from the microphone into wav files that can be further pro-
cessed by the feature extraction modules. For simplicity, each end only records its
local signal for QoE evaluation. The interplay between local and remote signals
would be an interesting topic for future research. We deployed PJSIP [PIIM05] as
the VoIP software with G.711 codec. It is an open-source, comprehensive, and highly
portable system with a small memory footprint. Although PJSIP contains lots of
features, it is console-based and the basic command set is very simple. After a few
minutes’ instruction, all participants were capable of operating it. To facilitate the
experiment, we automated the communication and session management process for
call initiation, connection, and recording, so that two end users only need to press
a few keys to launch a test session.
4.3.3 Sample Collection
We organized each test session based on a maximum 15-minute run. The limit here
was chosen basically due to our observation that it was not natural to engage two
strangers in a phone conversation for over-stretched duration. Thus, to improve the
efficiency of every test we divided a run into multiple 20-second intervals. Timescale
of each interval is an important issue for QoE evaluation which is justified in Sec-
tion 4.3.4. Each interval corresponded to a fixed setting of QoS parameters. We
adopted the approach of OneClick [CTX09] in the sense that at the end of each
interval a console prompt was shown to ask for user input of quality. Different
from OneClick, we employed a trichotomous or 3-point scale decision of quality
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levels: “Good”, “Average”, and “Bad.” Although this experimental methodology
still bears some intrusiveness, it is unavoidable in the initial study since we need
user feedback for training and testing the affect analysis framework. The complete
establishment of the framework will eventually eliminate the need of user feedback.
The interval was saved as one sample after it was tagged with QoS parameters
and user feedback. Then, a different set of QoS parameters was configured into the
network and the next interval was started (shown in Figure 4.3). All the steps were
automatically synchronized. Besides pressing a key every 20 seconds, there was no
extra distraction to the end user. Overall, one test run provided 90 samples (i.e., 45
samples from each end).
d1, b1, l1
feedback1
d2, b2, l2
…
dn, bn, lnd3, b3, l3
test session
d, b, l: d – delay, b – bandwidth, l – loss rate
feedback: Good / Average / Bad
feedback2 feedback3 feedbackn
Figure 4.3: The organization and sample collection procedure within one test session.
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4.3.4 Timescale
It has been recognized that user perception of speech quality varies under different
temporal scale [RBK+06]. For example, in short-term test (≈ 30 seconds) the begin-
ning portion (at least > 8 seconds) of the speech sample carries the greatest weight
in the overall rating of MOS (primary effect) [GMH97], while in long-term test
(≥ 60 seconds) the last portion carries the greatest weight (recency effect) [Ros98].
Regarding its psychological merit of human memory mechanism, these findings give
us the guideline for deciding the timescale of test interval. Because user feedback is
requested at the end of each interval, we should choose short duration for each inter-
val to leverage on primary effect (but not too short). On the other hand, since the
QoS parameters are fixed in one interval, there is no need to apply long duration
due to the recency effect. Considering previous research results and the possible
interference to the user, we chose 20 seconds as the fixed timescale for each test
interval.1
4.3.5 QoS Classes
We employed delay (d), bandwidth (b) and loss rate (l) as the basic QoS parameters.
For notation, each networking configuration is denoted as a tuple of 〈d, b, l〉. Because
the space of possible configurations is quite large, we applied a selection procedure
to pick the most “distinctive” value set. In the pilot experiment, we performed the
empirical study to pick up a meaningful range for each parameter. First, we set
the best configuration as 〈50 ms, 100 Kbps, 0.06〉. Then the worst configuration of
each parameter was determined incrementally while keeping the other two as the
1The ITU-T recommendation for the subjective assessment of sound quality also sug-
gests the clip duration from 15 to 20 seconds, and the minimum number of participants
in an experiment to be between 10 and 20 [itu03].
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best until the quality became intolerable. In such a way, the worst delay was set
as 1200 ms, worst bandwidth 52 Kbps, and worst loss rate 0.3. Next, we picked 5
values from each parameter range evenly and aligned them together from best to
worst and generated 5 QoS classes.
• C1: 〈d = 50 ms, b = 100 Kbps, l = 0.06〉
• C2: 〈d = 300 ms, b = 88 Kbps, l = 0.12〉
• C3: 〈d = 600 ms, b = 76 Kbps, l = 0.18〉
• C4: 〈d = 900 ms, b = 64 Kbps, l = 0.24〉
• C5: 〈d = 1200 ms, b = 52 Kbps, l = 0.3〉
For further validation, we asked a few graduate students to run MOS-based test
to rate the quality for each configuration. The test was done in a random and blind
way (i.e., the students were not aware of the configuration). The average rating
results confirmed clearly the quality difference between each configuration.
4.3.6 Participants
We recruited 15 participants from two mid-level undergraduate classes, namely,
Java Programming and Computer Networks.1 We found that selecting students
from same classes provided better conversation control, for example, the familiarity
and the common interest (details in Section 4.3.8). All students were proficient
with English language (6 native, 7 advanced and 2 intermediate speakers). Among
them, 11 were male and 4 were female, between 18-38 years of age (M = 25.54,
SD = 3.38). They had a mean of 3.67 years of using VoIP service and all claimed to
have been using at least one VoIP service in the past (with the most popular being
Skype followed by GTalk).
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For better control of the test (more in Section 4.3.8) and regarding the difficulty
of accommodating each participant’s schedule, in each test session a graduate stu-
dent was assigned to play one VoIP end with another undergraduate student at the
other end (i.e., the real participant). So there were totally 15 test sessions. For
statistic validity, the samples from the graduate student were discarded. Partici-
pation in the experimental study was considered as a benefit by the students and
no monetary compensation was involved, since the conversation topics were chosen
from course materials as discussed later.
4.3.7 Questionnaire
Before the experiment, each participant was introduced with the experimental de-
tails following Institutional Review Board (IRB) required procedures. Then he/she
was asked to complete an Entry Questionnaire at the beginning of the study for col-
lecting background/demographic information, and their previous experience with
VoIP if any. Exit Questionnaires were also provided at the end of each session
to elicit subjective experience of the user for the entire audio conversation. The
questionnaire gathered information on the subjective quality perception and the
evaluation criterion, as well as the participant’s view of the importance of affective
feedback regarding the usability and ethical outcome (for IRB purposes). Some of
the questions are listed below.
Q: What is your overall perception of the system?
Q: Did the system perform as per your expectation?
Q: Were you able to interact with the system without any problems?
Q: Did you feel any external or environmental influence during the exper-
iments?
Q: Did you expect any more help from the system?
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4.3.8 Conversation
Since conversational materials are highly correlated to the quality metrics [WA04],
a careful design of dialog exchange is important for the experiment. We wanted to
invoke natural conversation from the participants. Initially, we thought about select-
ing a few topics. However, the cultural and emotional influence of the topic on each
user would be hard to predict and may interfere with his/her experience. The ITU
recommendation also suggests that the content should be “neither so interesting nor
so disagreeable or boring” [itu03]. To make the communication more controllable,
we decided to give quiz-like conversation formed using course-related materials with
low-level difficulty. The graduate student (actually the TA of the class) presented
some questions and discussed with the student. This kind of conversation can be
easily engaged and the topic is neutral. Moreover, to avoid over-burdening the par-
ticipants, we embedded some brief comments on general topics or short riddles from
time to time to provide cognitive relief.
It is observed that in some cases the conversation itself might have invoked
emotional responses that are not related to communication quality perception. In
the experiment, we attempted to reduce this kind of effect by preferring neutral
conversational content as described. However, in the real scenario, people do engage
with heated conversational dialog among themselves. In our preliminary experiment,
we tried to filter out “emotional noise” from the perspective of conversational content
by considering lexical and discourse features such as salient words and repetitions.
Note that, such drawback is inherent in any type of subjective assessment including
MOS. This challenging issue deserves further study which is the focus of our future
work.
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Figure 4.4: Classification accuracy for different combinations of affective sources
(A=Acoustic, L=Lexical, D=Discourse), feature selection schemes (Base, f10, f15,
PCA) and SVM classification technique.
4.4 Results
In this section we present the experimental results of our study based on test ses-
sions collected from 15 subjects. One finding of interest is the performance of QoE
prediction where we compared the output from the affect-based framework with the
user feedback (both on a 3-point scale of quality levels). We also highlight other re-
sults and implications regarding the interaction between QoS setting, user feedback
and quality prediction.
4.4.1 Performance of Estimation
We conducted a comprehensive study of estimation accuracy along three dimensions
as introduced in Section 5.2: (1) different classifiers of SVM and kNN, (2) differ-
ent combinations of affective sources (acoustic: A, lexical: L and discouse: D),
and (3) different feature selection schemes (Base, f10, f15, and PCA), which are
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Figure 4.5: Classification accuracy for different combinations of affective sources
(A=Acoustic, L=Lexical, D=Discourse), feature selection schemes (Base, f10, f15,
PCA) and SVM–5WC classification technique.
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Figure 4.6: Classification accuracy for different combinations of affective sources
(A=Acoustic, L=Lexical, D=Discourse), feature selection schemes (Base, f10, f15,
PCA) and SVM–10WC classification technique.
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Figure 4.7: Classification accuracy for different combinations of affective sources
(A=Acoustic, L=Lexical, D=Discourse), feature selection schemes (Base, f10, f15,
PCA) and SVM–5CV classification technique.
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Figure 4.8: Classification accuracy for different combinations of affective sources
(A=Acoustic, L=Lexical, D=Discourse), feature selection schemes (Base, f10, f15,
PCA) and kNN classification technique.
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Figure 4.9: Classification accuracy for different combinations of affective sources
(A=Acoustic, L=Lexical, D=Discourse), feature selection schemes (Base, f10, f15,
PCA) and kNN–5CV classification technique.
shown in Figures 4.4, 4.5, 4.6, 4.7, 4.8, 4.9. The overall findings are summarized
as follows: (a) combining other affective sources with acoustic features consistently
improves the performance where the best results appear from the aggregation of all
sources (A+L+D), (b) considering single source, QoE prediction based on acoustic
source is more accurate than the other two whereas the performance of lexical source
is slightly better than that of discourse source, and (c) the performance impact of
different feature selection schemes is less noticeable in kNN classifiers than SVM
classifiers.
Table 4.1 shows the cross-view of the results based on all affective sources (A+L+D)
with different feature selection schemes and classifiers. In all cases, the PCA feature
selection scheme provides the highest performance. The f10 and f15 feature se-
lection schemes provide comparable accuracy which is consistently higher than the
base feature set. Comparing different classifiers, it is observed that SVM with 5-
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fold cross-validation (SVM–5CV ) gives the highest accuracy. As a short summary,
the best performance is achieved with SVM 5-fold cross-validation and PCA-based
feature selection, which gives an accuracy of 67.9%.
Table 4.1: Classification accuracy with different feature sets versus varying classifiers
from the combination of all affective sources (A+L+D).
Classifier Model Base f10 f15 PCA
SVM 57.3 61.1 62.5 65.7
SVM–5WC 58.7 62.3 62.7 64.8
SVM–10WC 58.9 61.5 62.4 65.2
SVM–5CV 60.6 63.7 64.1 67.9
kNN 49.7 52.8 53.1 54.3
kNN–5CV 53.5 54.2 54.9 57.4
4.4.2 QoS Distribution
We next examine the distribution of QoS classes among various user quality ratings.
Recall that, each conversation interval is initialized by applying a particular QoS
class (i.e., C1, C2, ...C5, Section 4.3.5) to set the networking condition and a quality
rating is recorded from the user feedback at the end of the interval. Figure 4.10 shows
the distribution of the five different QoS classes with respect to the user feedback
for “Good”, “Average”, and “Bad” quality ratings. As seen, the highest portion
of “Good” quality rating is associated with QoS class C1 (42.0%), and the overall
trend is decreasing from C1 to C5. However, quite interestingly the results also
show that C3 contributes more for “Good” quality rating (30.0%) in comparison
with C2 (20.0%). In a similar way, C4 takes the highest distribution for “Bad”
quality rating (34.0%) which is more than C5 (30.67%). For the “Average” case, the
quality rating is more evenly distributed across all QoS classes. The finding of our
experimental study does imply that the correspondence between different quality
ratings and network QoS classes does not always bear a close coherent relationship.
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Figure 4.10: Distribution of QoS classes with respect to quality ratings of total
samples.
This seems to validate our previous observation that solely QoS-based estimation is
not sufficient for QoE prediction as discussed in related work.
4.4.3 Correlation in QoS Classes
From another angle, the results of correlation between the user quality feedback
and the quality prediction are given for each QoS class in Table 4.2 using different
calculation methods (Pearson, Kendall and Spearman). It is observed that differ-
ent network QoS classes have varied correlation impact: QoS classes of C1 and C5
demonstrate the highest correlation, C2 and C4 stay as the intermediate cases, while
C3 has the lowest correlation. The implication we can draw here is that QoE pre-
diction tends to be more accurate if the underlying networking condition is either
very good or very bad, and becomes less accurate for mid-range networking condi-
tions. The finding also suggests that we should be more careful to apply QoS-based
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estimation. The usage of such methods need to take into account of different QoS
contexts (e.g., extreme vs. average conditions).
Table 4.2: Correlation tests of the quality prediction from the testing samples.
Selection Pearson Spearman Kendall
C1 0.8068 0.7856 0.784
C2 0.5424 0.5338 0.507
C3 0.1026 0.0871 0.0752
C4 0.5572 0.4766 0.4743
C5 0.7321 0.7319 0.7325
Overall 0.5697 0.5351 0.5608
4.4.4 Implication of Quality Ratings
Finally, we examine the interaction between user quality ratings and the predictions
made by the affect analysis framework. We refer to the results of SVM–5CV only
since it is the classifier of the best performance as observed in Section 4.4.1. The
testing samples are plotted in Figure 4.11 which shows the values of user quality
rating as well as the prediction. For better visualization, the testing samples are
ordered with respect to the user quality ratings from “Good”, “Average”, to “Bad.”
Table 4.3 summarizes the number of user ratings in each quality level and the
corresponding prediction accuracy. Some of the observations from the table are
as follows: (a) though the number of “Good” quality ratings are low but it still
has a high degree of prediction accuracy (80%), (b) the number of “Bad” quality
ratings are much more in number with a comparable degree of prediction accu-
racy (77.78%), and (c) the “Average” quality ratings have a relatively low degree of
accuracy (58.67%) compared to the other two but it has the most number of cases.
The study shows that quality rating of “Average” seems to be more ambiguous
than the ratings of “Good” and “Bad.” The reason may be that people tend to rate
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Figure 4.11: Comparison of the distribution of different quality levels for the testing
samples with respect to the user feedback and predicted values for SVM–5CV.
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“Average” more frequently across different network conditions (also shown in other
studies as well).
Table 4.3: Correlation tests of the quality prediction from the testing samples.
User Quality Rating number of cases accuracy (%)
“Good” 15 80.0
“Average” 75 58.7
“Bad” 45 77.8
4.5 Summary
In this chapter, we presented an affect-based framework for QoE evaluation in voice
communication systems with human-to-human interaction mediated by a network
channel. We also performed experimental studies based on human user for the pur-
pose of evaluation. The purpose of the study is to examine how user affective behav-
ior changes with the communication quality as mediated through different network
QoS conditions, and how such changes can be detected and used to predict QoE
from the user perspective. We employed supervised machine learning techniques for
classification based on SVM, kNN, and the various variants to derive predictions by
building training models and testing on a different set. The accumulated evidence
supports our initial hypothesis of exploiting affective responses as the predictor of
QoE due to its correlation with human cognitive perception.
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CHAPTER 5
AFFECTIVE IMAGE ENHANCEMENT
5.1 Introduction
The increasing availability of digital cameras from mobile phones, hand-held devices,
to high-end SLR and professional cameras are driving a revolution in digital photog-
raphy world. Digital cameras are getting increasingly familiar with decreasing cost
and expanded functionalities. With this current trend of digital camera revolution,
it is increasingly important and desirable to generate high-impact photography that
can have a lasting influence on the viewer. This still remains a challenge for the typ-
ical user, since they are not familiar with the sophisticated photographic techniques
generally employed by the professionals. These specialized techniques to produce
impactful photography are termed as correction, adjustment, or enhancement, each
of which may have distinctive characteristics in various context, but the general
objective is to improve the image.
In a camera processing pipeline, the enhancement functionalities can be applied
at either real-time or post-capture. Real-time processing is performed at the time
of capturing images (manual or automatic controls) with a wide variety of hardware
and software techniques involving signal processing and filter functions. This type
of functionalities (such as exposure control, image stabilization, and likewise) are
available with advanced devices such as high-end professional cameras, and generally
not present in mobile phone cameras. The other type of processing is post-capture,
which is our focus in this chapter. Post-processing enhancement techniques are
generally supported by automatic or manual editing controls in software systems
such as Adobe Photoshop, GIMP, and Microsoft Picture Manager. Many post-
processing techniques that improve the quality of images have been proposed where
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different correction techniques are used to improve the various properties such as
contrast, brightness, color, and tonality. [RJW02], [MI07], [MM08].
Recently, there is an increasing interest of computational/data-driven method-
ologies for more sophisticated controls such as aesthetics and emotions [JDF+11].
These techniques are attractive due to its computational nature, which allows to
automate the enhancement processing function through software control. Psycho-
logical studies confirm the strong influence of image and its properties such as color,
contrast, textures on the human perception and emotion [VM94], [TMY78], [PLC06].
Affect-based techniques are thus used to explore a variety of multimedia analy-
sis applications such as retrieval [MH10] [LP11], presentation [XK11], summarisa-
tion [JJVS09], browsing [ZTH+09], deriving affective film semantics [HX05], visu-
alization [ZHJ+10]. In this chapter, we would like to address the following prob-
lem: How do we modify the characteristics (such as color and contrast) of an image
to enhance its emotional impact?
The problem is challenging due to the “semantic gap” that presents between the
image RGB channel data and the higher level emotional concepts such as fear, happy,
or anger. Moreover, emotion is inherently subjective in nature which varies with
different contexts and there are no explicit rules guiding them, which makes it an
exciting problem to explore. We know, that an artist use different colors and their
variations to invoke emotion in paintings. Similarly, a professional photographer
carefully tune the temperature and tint of existing colors in a photograph to convey
specific emotional feeling. Professionals usually rely on experience and intuition
to choose appropriate color compositions, which makes this process tedious and
labor-intensive. Thus, it is desirable if such emotion styles can be mathematically
formulated in an equation format, which can then be applied to new images for
invoking emotional appeal.
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Our goal in this chapter is to learn underlying adjustment rules associated with
the emotional properties of images from a set of training examples. Given a pair of
image before and after adjustment, we would like to discover the underlying math-
ematical relationships optimally connecting the color-contrast properties between
them. Some of the key issue that arises in order to achieve our goal are: (1) How to
choose the set of image parameters which will be used for enhancing the emotional
appeal of images? (2) How do we capture the notion of enhancement of images in
a mathematical fashion to understand the implicit relationship between an original
image and its adjusted version? (3) Given an arbitrary image, how to derive the
enhancement operations that can be applied to a new/unseen image to enhance its
emotional appeal? To seek a reasonable solution to these problems, as a first step
we collected ground-truth data and constructed a training database consisting of
example images and their different enhanced versions, and asked a set of human
participants to mark their preferences. We implemented a simple and effective web-
based user-interface for this purpose and sent invitations for participation to a group
of subjects. A web-based interface allows to reach out to a larger group of audience
in a scalable fashion in comparison to a local desktop interface which is tied with
the restriction of lab premises and time. To answer (1) in the above discussion,
we selected a set of contrast and color properties which is found to have a high
influence on emotional impact of images [JDF+11]. We employ supervised machine
learning techniques to understand the relationship between an original image and
its adjusted version to address (2), and derive statistical solutions to develop an en-
hancement function in a mathematical form to address (3). We conduct user studies
to evaluate the effectiveness of our approach.
The contributions of this chapter are listed as follows: (a) As per our knowledge,
this is one of the first attempts to derive a computational framework for enhancing
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the emotional impact of images. (b) We collect ground-truth data for affective en-
hancement from human participants which is a valuable resource for understanding
the underlying relationship between them. (c) We employ a data-driven systematic
framework to learn models from training data and derive generalized enhancement
functions for arbitrary/unseen images using machine learning and statistical tech-
niques. (d) We derive an objective metric for evaluating the emotional enhancement
of images using a color mood space model and used it to test our approach.
5.2 Image Enhancement Framework
The high-level schematic framework of our image enhancement system is shown
in Figure 5.1. The first step involves a training phase which essentially builds a
database comprising of a set of images and their corresponding metadata, which are
rating values. We utilize the International Affective Picture System (IAPS) [LBC08]
database which is a standarized benchmark of emotion/affect ratings in images,
widely acknowledged by the researchers in psychology-emotion domain and dis-
tributed for the purpose of research. The input database images I in are fed into our
enhancement processing framework to derive the corresponding output images Iout,
which are then presented to human particpants for rating metadata R through a
web-based interface. The enhancement processing framework is a set of color-tonal
image operations denoted by a vector of enhancement features φ. The training
database inserts each participant observation Rui and their corresponding enhance-
ment vector φui , for each user u and image Ii in a table. Once the training database
is prepared with sufficient samples, we analyze it to learn a statistical model that
encodes the relationship between R and φ. Specifically, we cluster the set of origi-
nal images I in in a number of different groups and then estimate the enhancement
vectors of each group using a regression based learning approach followed by an
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Figure 5.1: Block diagram of the enhancement framework. φ is the enhancement
vector which is a set of control features based on color and tonal properties.
optimization solver. Once such a statistical model is learned, then we can enhance
a new or unobserved image by mapping the image to one of the trained clusters and
applying the enhancement operator for that cluster.
5.2.1 Image Database
As already mentioned, we utilize an affective image database known as International
Affective Picture System (IAPS) as a ground-truth for building our models. The
IAPS currently includes around 1200 images depicting a variety of human expe-
rience: joyful, sad, fearful, angry, threatening, attractive, and many more with a
virtual world of pictures. The stimuli are standarized on the basis of ratings of
pleasure and arousal in a 9-point scale for each dimension. Each image is rated
by approximately 100 participants covering a diverse group based on gender, cross-
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Figure 5.2: Each image in the IAPS is placed in a 2-dimensional affective space
on the basis of its mean valence and arousal rating in a 9-point scale with markers
at some distinctive image categories to get an insight into the relationship between
emotional sematics and the 2d space.
culture, age, and many more. All the images are in color and have a resolution of
1024x768. Each trial is associated with a 5 sec preparatory cue followed by a 6 sec
presentation of the to-be-rated image, and then a 15 sec for final ratings of pleasure,
arousal. The affective space that is defined by the mean ratings of pleasure and
arousal are illustrated in Figure 5.2, by plotting in the 2-dimensional space. Some
of the key empirical facts that can be derived are: (1) as pictures are rated as more
pleasant or more unpleasant, arousal ratings increase as well, and (2) pictures that
are rated as neutral tend to be rated low in arousal. We manually selected a rep-
resentative subset from the original set, since it requires a lot of human resource to
collect sufficient amount of training data for the total set of 1000 images.
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5.2.2 User Interface
We implemented a web-based user interface for collection of training data related to
the affective enhancement of images, specifically the V ui , A
u
i columns in the database
table (discussed later in Section 5.4). Our user interface is kept simple and intuitive
so that an ordinary users can easily enter their ratings as shown in Figure 5.3. En-
gaging professional photographers for manual image adjustment to build training
data appears to be an attractive option, but it is more expensive with high resource
consumption for even collecting a small number of samples. Thus, our target set of
participants are ordinary users from university students or any other field, without
any prior knowledge of professional photography. The possible options for designing
a rating procedure to capture emotional enhancement are manual or decision. In
manual-based procedure, the participant is provided with various image edit con-
trols so that the subject can perform the enhancement based on his/her judgement
and submit. This process is geared for professional photographers (not easy for
ordinary users to enhance emotional impact with edit controls) and local desktop
setting which does not fit our design choices. The decision-based procedure gener-
ally involves in a binary yes/no or good/bad type of opinion which is very simple
for the ordinary users but carry less information.
We identified a simple procedure with higher meaningful information than the
decision-based, using a 2D coordinate grid which is located in the right side of the
user interface as shown in Figure 5.3. The 2D coordinate system is calibrated with
valence-arousal dimension in a 9-point scale which is similar to the ratings in IAPS
dataset. The user just needs to mark a point in the 2D affective space with the
help of a mouse which will indicate its rating for emotional impact with respect to
the image displayed on the left side of the interface. We illustrate the relationship
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Figure 5.3: The web-based user interface for collecting data of affective enhance-
ment for the images displayed on the left of the panel. This can be found at
http://131.94.129.152/start.php
between image and the corresponding 2D affective spatial coordinates using exam-
ples from the IAPS dataset in the web interface before the start of the final rating
procedure. This will provide sufficient insight to the participant regarding the spa-
tial position in the affective space. During the rating procedure we allow multiple
clicks but the coordinate valence-arousal values of the final click are only submit-
ted. As soon as the partcipant clicks on a position in the 2D space, the system
will display the value of the clicked coordinate positions on the top of the grid as
shown in Figure 5.3 which allows for better judgement by the subject. A reference
image is always kept in the bottom-left portion of the user interface as shown in
Figure 5.3 which provides the position of some higher-level emotional concepts such
as “fear”, “anger”, “sad”, and likewise in the 2D affective space. The images on the
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top-left portion of the interface are various enhanced versions of the base training
set from the IAPS dataset, and they are generated dynamically and displayed af-
ter each submit click by the participant. The various relevant information such as
image metadata, enhancement parameters, and valence-arousal emotional ratings
are stored in the training database for data analysis. The web-based interface can
be found at http://131.94.129.152/start.php and we welcome any reader to submit
their emotional ratings which will enable us for more robust data collection and
distribution to the community.
We forwarded voluntary requests for participation through emails containing the
web-link. The participant group is entirely from the university students of various
level (undergrad to graduate) and no one is an expert of photograhy as per our
knowledge. We don’t have any control over the user session length and the user
can stop anytime, but still we requested each user before the session started to
submit at least 50 each. We collected training data from 26 participants in this
procedure. The average age of the participants is around 18-40 years. The size of
the training set image stimulus is set to be 166 which was selected entirely from
the IAPS database. The image selection and the adjustment function is completely
dynamically controlled by the webserver. The total number of training samples
collected in the database is 1073 which is roughly around 40 per user in average.
5.3 Enhancement Channel
For designing the enhancement channel, we first need to identify the vital image
parameters which are known to influence human affect. There are already am-
ple evidences in the literature where it is found that images can influence human
emotions to a considerable extent [VM94]. Moreover, recently there are many pro-
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posals to indicate that different image properties such as color, contrast, satura-
tion, birghtness, and similar attributes [BB03, SL10, WH08, WY05, WnYlSm06,
WZW05, YvGR+08] contribute to invoke human emotions, and moreover these
properties can be exploited to address retrieval [MH10], summarisation [JJVS09]
and presentation [XK11].
After carefully studying the literature, we have found evidence of various fea-
tures that are related to emotion (such as color, texture, composition, content, and
likewise) but the two most widely used parameters are contrast and color [MH10].
Following our observation, we design the enhancement channel based on the follow-
ing parameters: power curve and S-curve shaping for contrast adjustment, color tint
and temperature for color adaptation. Although the framework can be extended
with more effective parameters, we limit the number of parameters primarily to
limit the complexity since the computational space will increase exponentially with
the number of parameters. Figure 5.4 shows the entire block of components that are
incorporated in our enhancement channel. The initial preprocessing step involves
the linearization of the nonlinear RGB space with gamma curves applied to the in-
put image Iin. This is followed by another preprocessing step of auto-enhancement
of the images, which is intended for normalizing the difference in image qualities
and bring them within comparable limits. Then the channel applies two contrast
adjustment functions i.e., power curve and S-curve shaping, followed by the color
operators i.e., temperature and tint adaptation. These are the core operations and
the enhancement vector is derived from these transformations. Finally, a postpro-
cessing step of inverse linearization is performed to revert back to the nonlinear
space to produce the final enhanced image Iout.
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Figure 5.4: Block diagram of the enhancement framework. φ is the enhancement
vector which is a set of control features based on color and tonal properties.
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5.3.1 Linearization
Linearization is generally followed to minimize the variation between device hard-
ware since different cameras may have been calibrated with different intrinsic prop-
erties. We use the simple power curve for the process of linearization as follows:
c = cγ (5.1)
where c is the normalized values of the R,G,B channel and γ = 2.2 [KKL10]. The
inverse linearization process or reverting back to the nonlinear space which is the last
component block of the enhancement channel in Figure 5.4 is the same operation
but with γ = 1
2.2
= 0.45.
5.3.2 Auto-Correction
We initiate an auto-correction step to factor out the differences of qualities among
the various images in the IAPS database. This will allow to correct the degraded
images if present in the database to a more acceptable level upon which our en-
hancement operator will function. We follow a generic methodology consisting of
white balance and contrast stretch which are the two most simple operations for
correcting an image.
White balance is the process of removing unrealistic color casts from images which
are mostly generated from different acquisition condition with varying illuminations.
The human visual system is generally able to render the perceived colors of objects
almost independent of illuminations by a phenomenon known as Color Constancy,
which is mimicked in the digital cameras by a process of Automatic White Balancing
to suppress unrealistic colors. From a computational perspective, white balance is
a two-step procedure: the illuminant is estimated, and the image colors are then
corrected on the basis of the estimate. For estimating the illuminant, we follow the
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Gray World algorithm which assumes the average surface color in a scene is gray
and the shift from gray of the measured averages on the three channels corresponds
to the color of the illuminant [CKK11]. We find the average values of the RGB color
components and use their average to find an overall gray value for the image. Each
color component is then scaled by a factor ratio of the grayvalue to the approriate
average of each color component.
Contrast stretch is the process of evenly distributing the pixel intensities
within a defined span which is essentially used to stretch the compact region of
the pixel values in the image histogram. We fix the span at 0.5% on the darker side
and 1% on the brighter side followed by linear stretching of the original values to the
new range with a shift and scale operation applied to all the color bands [CKK11].
5.3.3 Contrast Shaping
We apply two transformations for contrast adjustment i.e., power curve and S-curve
as shown in Figure 5.4 as follows:
Power curve is similar to the gamma curve that was employed in the lineariza-
tion process but the value of γ is not fixed at 2.2 as before, but rather is adjusted
at different levels which will allow to learn the affective preference.
iout = i
γ
in (5.2)
where iin and iout are the normalized input and output intensities of each pixel.
S-curve is the most common tool for adjusting contrast and is found in almost
all commercial products such as Adobe Photoshop. The contrast of the tonal curve
can be increased or decreased to varying degrees by applying different shaping pa-
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(a) (b) 
Figure 5.5: (a) shows increase of contrast and (b) shows decrease of contrast by
varying the shaping parameters of S-curve.
rameters for the S-curve as shown in Figure 5.5. The formula for S-curve shaping is
as follows:
iout =

q − q(1− iin
q
)α if iin≤q
q + (1− q)( iin−q
1−q )
α otherwise
(5.3)
where iin and iout are the normalized input and output intensities of each pixel;
q and α are the adjustment parameters of the S-curve which can be described as
follows: Refering to Figure 5.5, q will be the mid-point of the curve where the curve
and the diagonal intersects, and α
2
is the maximum deviation of the curve from the
straight diagonal line.
5.3.4 Color Temperature
Color temperature have been found to have a high influence on emotion whereby the
“warmthness” or “coolness” of an image can indicate the nature of affect generated
by the picture [VM94]. Many professional photographers adjust color temperature
in pictures using commercial software such as Adobe Photoshop to generate desired
effects of emotion. Warmer temperatures give the images a sense of warmth and
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coziness, while cooler temperatures can make images seem cold and harsh [VM94].
The color temperature of an image can be determined by comparings its chromatic-
ity values with that of an ideal black-body radiator. The scale of color temperature
varies from 1900 Kelvin to almost around 10,000 Kelvin and the standard is cali-
brated at 6,500 Kelvin which sginifies daylight settings. Color temperatures over
5,000 Kelvin are known as cool colors (blueish white) while lower color tempera-
tures around 2,500 3,000 Kelvin are known as warm colors (yellowish white to red)
as illustrated in Figure 5.6. The computation algorithm estimates the correlated
color temperature, Tc by way of interpolarions from lookup tables and charts using
the popular Robertson’s method [ROB68]. The first step involves in converting the
color space from RGB to CIE XYZ, and then the chromaticity values (u, v) are
obtained using the CIE 1931 coordinate system as follows:
u =
4x
−2x+ 12y + 3 v =
6y
−2x+ 12y + 3 (5.4)
Then a search is initiated through the set of standard isotherms from the lookup
table to find the two tightest adjacent lines between which the test chromaticity
i.e., (u, v) lies. Then, the correlated color temperature or Tc can be calculated as
follows:
1
Tc
=
1
Ti
+
di
di − di+1
(
1
Ti+1
− 1
Ti
)
(5.5)
The distance between the test point (uT , vT ) and the i
th isotherm (ui, vi) is given
by:
di =
(vT − vi)−mi(uT − ui)√
1 +m2i
(5.6)
where mi is the slope of the i
th isotherm computed by mi = − 1li and li is the slope
of the locus at (ui, vi).
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Figure 5.6: Block of image showing the variation of the different color temperatures
on a single image. The color temperature generally varies in a blue-yellow axis. The
middle image is the original one and moving towards the left increases the color
temperature (yellow end) and towards the right decreases the color temperature
(blue end).
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5.3.5 Color Tint
Color tint can be viewed as orthogonal to color temperature whereby the control
changes along the green-magenta axis which are at two complementary positions
in the color wheel as illustrated in Figure 5.7. To adjust color tint, we utilize
the hue channel by converting to the HSV color space. Now, we need to desgin
an adjsutment function which can change the tint of the hue channel by varying
degrees. The strategy involves in shifting the hue of each pixel towards the desired
tint i.e., along the green-magenta axis. Instead of a simple linear shift of the hues
which may produce unwanted color artifacts, we apply a technique adapted from
[COSG+06] using Gaussian function whereby the overall tone of the image is not
greatly affected. Let the hue of pixel p is denoted by hp and the tint hue of the
sector associated with green-magenta axis to be ht, then we can derive the value of
shifted hue h′p as follows:
h′p = ht +
w
2
(
1−Gσ(‖hp − ht‖)
)
(5.7)
where w is the arc-width of the green-magenta sector and Gσ is the normalized
Gaussian function (such that Gσ(x)∈(0, 1]) with mean 0 and standard deviation σ;
the hue distance ‖.‖ is the arc-length distance on the hue wheel measured in radians.
The width of the Gaussian σ is a user-defined parameter that may vary between zero
and w, where larger values of σ will create hue concentrations near the sector center
and smaller values will lead to concentrations near the sector boundaries. In our
implementation, we use the mid-point σ = w/2. Thus, the adjustment parameter
for color tint or T is the value of w which can be varied to achieved different effects
of tint. Thus the final enhancement vector can be found to be φ =< γ, q, α,K, T >
where γ is from power curve, k, α from S-curve, K from color temperature, and T
from color tint.
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Figure 5.7: Block of image showing the variation of the different color tints on a
single image. The color tint generally varies in a green-magenta axis. The middle
image is the original one and moving towards the left increases the color tint (green
end) and towards the right decreases the color tint (magenta end)
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5.4 Learning Framework
In this section we will describe our learning framework which is basically involved in
deducing a best set of enhancement parameters (with respect to its match with the
user’s preference) which will be later used for applying to unseen/test images. Till
now, we have observed the enhancement feature vector covering various adjustments
of image, which is utilized to gather training data through the web-based interface.
The input to the learning framework will be a table of training data where each
row is denoted as follows: < Ii, φ
u
i , V
gt
i , A
gt
i , V
u
i , A
u
i > for user u and training/seen
image Ii as described before, and the expected output of the best set of enhancement
vector is φ′ = 〈γ′, k′, α′, K ′, T ′〉 for test/unseen image It.
In order to solve this objective, we need to resolve the following problems: (1) How
to find an enhancement vector φ for an unseen/test image? (given the fact, that the
training samples which are labeled with seen/training images Ii and the new/test
images It are distinct subsets.), (2) How to define the degree of enhancement in each
training sample or specifically, how to define the relationship strength between IAPS
ground-truth (V gti , A
gt
i ) and user-rated values of (V
u
i , A
u
i ) for each image Ii since as
per our design interface each sample of the training database will have varying de-
grees of enhancement? (3) How to learn the relationship between the enhancement
vector E and the valence-arousal based emotional values (V,A)? (4) How to com-
pute the best set of enhancement vector φ′ from the training data samples? We
take a modular approach to address each of the above concerns as follows: k-means
clustering for (1), a mapping function for (2), regression-based learning for (3), and
an optimization solver for (4) as shown in Figure 5.8.
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Figure 5.8: Block diagram of the learning framework where the objective is to derive
a best set of enhancement vector φ′ from a training database of samples.
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5.4.1 Clustering
This is the first component in the learning framework where the samples from the
training database are fed to a k-means clustering algorithm for processing. Note,
that the clustering is performed on the ground-truth values from the IAPS dataset
(V gti , A
gt
i ). The rationale behind the adoption of clustering is as follows: IAPS images
are tagged with user-rated valence-arousal ratings in a 2-dimensional scale, but we
wish to divide them into separate classes (in line with discrete theory where the
emotions are classified as happy, anger, sad, fear, disgust and surprise) and then
derive an enhancement vector for each of those classes. This observation follows
from previous research where it has been shown that each discrete classes of emotion
possess distinctive color/contrast/tonal characteristics of image which is exploited
for the affect-based retrieval of images [LP11]. Thus, our hypothesis is to enhance
the emotional characteristics of image from each class with a distinctive function,
so that the emotional semantics (in the form of color/contrast properties) can be
embedded in the images effectively. Another way, is to explore the enhancement
in the valence-arousal dimensions, whereby we can learn enhancement functions for
valence and arousal separately. In such a case, we only need to omit this component
of clustering and the rest of the framework can be used to attain the objective.
Enhancing an image in terms of valence and arousal is an interesting direction
which has not being explored before, and we intend to explore this area in future.
The k-means clustering is a popular unsupervised learning algorithm where the
data points are grouped into a user-defined (K ) number of clusters. Given a set of
training examples from the database {x(1), x(2), .., x(m)} where each x(j) is a valence-
arousal tuple 〈V gti,(j), Agti,(j)〉 and j→ 1, m is the number of samples in the database, the
algorithm starts by initializing cluster centroids µ1, µ2, .., µK randomly. Then at each
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Figure 5.9: The clustered images from the IAPS database in the affective space and
the respective centroids marked with a X.
iteration step till convergence, it assigns training example x(j) to the closest cluster
centroid µk by minimizing the distance between them, followed by moving each
cluster centroid µk to the mean of the member points assigned to it as follows [CH67]:
∀i : c(k) := arg mink ‖x(i) − µk‖2 (5.8)
∀k : µk :=
∑m
i=11{c(i) = k}x(i)∑m
i=11{c(i) = k}
(5.9)
where c(j) is the cluster membership of sample j, 1{.} is a membership function
between sample i and cluster j evaluating 1 if present in cluster or zero otherwise,
and ‖.‖ is a sum of squared distance function between training sample x(i) and the
assigned cluster centroid µk. After k-means clustering, each sample in the training
database will be: 〈Ii, φui , V gti , Agti , V ui , Aui , cki 〉 where the new field is cki is the cluster
membership of image Ii in cluster k. In our framework, we assume K=4, which
can intuitively correspond to major affect categories (i.e., happy, sad, anger, and
fear [MH10]). Figure 5.9 shows the plot corresponding to the deduced clusters on a
subset of 167 images from the IAPS dataset.
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5.4.2 Mapping Function
Now, we try to derive a metric that can quantify the degree of enhancement (D)
of each sample from the training database. Formally, the amount of change from
V Agt(j) = 〈V gt(j), Agt(j)〉 to V Au(j) = 〈V u(j), Au(j)〉 for sample j of ground-truth rated V-A
values in IAPS database with enhancement rated V-A values in training database.
One naive way is to use a metric of D(j) = ‖V Au(j) − V Agt(j)‖ where ‖.‖ is an Eu-
clidean distance function, but this is not a good choice since it does not consider
the direction between two data points. In reference to the ground-truth point V Agt(j)
as the origin in the affective space, V Au(j) can be placed in four quadrants i.e., first
quadrant [V +, A+] when V u(j) > V
gt
(j) && A
u
(j) > A
gt
(j), second quadrant [V
+, A−] when
V u(j) > V
gt
(j) && A
u
(j) < A
gt
(j), and likewise follows. Here, we would like to take an-
other hypothesis as follows: the degree of enhancement D should also consider the
quadrant relationship between V Agt(j) to V A
u
(j) unlike the naive approach discussed
before. The rationale behind this hypothesis is intuitive: enhancement to [V +, A+]
should have higher relevance than [V +, A−]/[V −, A+], which should be higher than
[V −, A−], since both the valence and arousal values are increased in the first case,
either valence/arousal is increased and the other one decreased in the second case,
and both the valence and arousal are decreased in the last case. So, the enhancement
degree D should consider three levels of relevance based on the directional aspect of
the comparison, apart from the positional aspect defined by ‖.‖ as discussed above.
Now, we can easily derive D using simple scaling and shifting techniques as
follows: Assuming, we want the value of D to be distributed in [0,1], a, b, c are the
starting point for each quadrant mapping such that 0≤a < b < c < 1, the diagonal
end-point 2d coordinate of each quadrant opposite to origin be Zq (where ZI for
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Figure 5.10: The pictorial depiction of the mapping function using scaling and
shifting techniques from the 2D affective space on the left to the 0.0-1.0 linear scale
on the right to capture the degree of affective enhancement.
[V +, A+] is (9.0,9.0), ZII is (0.0,9.0), and likewise since we already know that the
IAPS affective 2d space is calibrated in a 9-point scale):
R(j) =
‖V Au(j) − V Agt(j)‖
‖Zq(j) − V Agt(j)‖
(5.10)
D(j) = s+
R(j)
e− s (5.11)
where [s=a;e=b] is the segment interval for enhancement quadrant [V −, A−], [s=b;e=c]
for [V +, A−]/[V −, A+], and [s=c;e=1.0] for [V +, A+] for each training sample j as
shown in Figure 5.10. In our experimental study, we heuristically assume a=0,
b=1.0, c=3.0 which classifies varying degree of relevance for different enhancement
quadrants though various other strategies can also be supported in our framework.
Thus, each training sample can be denoted as 〈Ii, φui , D, cki 〉 (some fields are dropped
since they are not required for further processing) where we quantified the degree of
enhancement by D. Design choices different from our hypothesis can also be easily
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integrated in the framework by little modifications of the mapping function. One
such choice of importance could be based on voting, where the number of samples in
each quadarant is calculated for each image, and then the importance is computed
in proportion to the majority share. If there are more number of training samples
for image Ii with enhancement to [V
+, A−] (majority of user’s prefer enhancement
of Ii by increasing valence and decreasing arousal), then highest importance is given
for this quadrant mapping, unlike our hypothesis where we assume a fixed bias.
5.4.3 Regression Learning
The goal of this component is to learn a relationship function between the enhance-
ment vector φ(k) =< γ(k), q(k), α(k), K(k), T (k) > and D(k) for each cluster k. First,
we divide the training samples based on its cluster membership ck(j), and then we
learn a regression function for each cluster. The rationale for choosing a regression
learning approach is due to its suitability for deriving a function of input variables
to correlate with the output variable. Regression is a supervised learning algorithm
which intially starts with a representation of function/hypothesis [Fis22]:
h(φ) =
∑n
i=0
θiφi = θTφ (5.12)
where θi are the regression coefficents parameterizing the space of linear function
mapping from φ, n=5 in our case where φ = 〈γ, q, α,K, T 〉 and x0 = 1 which makes
θ0 the intercept term. We compute the coefficient vector θ
T using a gradient descent
approach to solve the least mean squares optimization problem of minimizing the
error term as per the following update rule:
∀i→1 to 5 : θi := θi + α
∑m
j=1
(D(j) − h(φ(j)))φi(j) (5.13)
where α is the learning rate, m is the number of training samples, and the above
process is repeated till convergence. After termination, a set of five regression coef-
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ficients and an intercept term θT are derived, and the process is repeated for each
cluster c(k) to obtain a set-of-set of regression parameters {θT}(k).
5.4.4 Optimization Solver
Now, we proceed to the last component of the learning framework which involves to
solve an optimization problem of deriving a set of enhancement vector φk for each
cluster k by maximization of D(k). This problem involves in maximizing the func-
tion learned in Eq: 5.12 so that we can derive a best set of enhancement vector φ′
(our initial objective when we started with the design of the learning framework as
discussed before) which will statistically provide the maximum degree of enhance-
ment (or highest value of D(k)). We formulate the problem as a methodology for
linear programming (LP) as follows [BTN00]:
maximize : θTφ + θ0 (5.14)
subject to : 0  φ  h (5.15)
φ  φ(j),max (5.16)
where φ is the optimization vector, θ is a vector of known coefficients, h is the upper
bound of φ variables which is 1 in our case since we have them normalized, and ′′,
′′ denotes elementwise inequality. φ(j),max is one set of φ(j) values for a training
sample j with a maximum value of D(j) selected from the training database since
we want to derive a best set of vector φ′ which is explicitly more than the current
maximum φ(j),max from the database. We use the CVX [GB08] optimization solver
which exploits the widely known interior-points method to solve the linear problem
by moving through the interior of the feasible region unlike traversing the edges
between vertices on a polyhedral set typically performed in the simplex algorithm.
We repeat the process to derive the best set of enhancement vector φ′(k) for each
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cluster k. Thus, we are now ready with a separate function of enhancement variables
〈γ′(i), k′(i), α′(i), K ′(i), T ′(i)〉 for each cluster i which can be applied to any unseen/test
images for affective enhancement.
5.4.5 Applying Enhancement
We are interested in predicting enhancement preference for test image Itest for ar-
bitrary/unseen source. The key observation lies in the fact that, once we know the
cluster membership of the new image, then just select the corresponding enhance-
ment vector 〈γ′c, k′c, α′c, K ′c, T ′c〉 to find the individual parameters and then adjust the
contrast and color based on the values accordingly. The adjustment procedure is
described in Sec: 5.3 with fixed values of the derived best set of enhancement vector.
Thus, the problem really reduces down to establishing the cluster membership of
the new image Itest. Images with V-A ratings in a 9-point scale from IAPS database
or some other sources can be easily integrated in our framework. We find the clos-
est cluster centroid µk and assign the image to that cluster, thereby applying the
enhancement operator from the corresponding cluster.
The scenario is a little bit complicated for unrated new images where we need to
somehow identify the cluster membership of the image. One solution is to employ
a classifier such as SVM to learn a model of image features and its associated
class of cluster membership from the training database samples (traning sample
are grouped into various clusters in Section 5.4.1). A single multi-class classifier or
mutiple binary-class classifiers can be designed for this purpose. For multiple binary-
class classifers, an aggregation technique is required to derive a single prediction
of cluster membership. The selection of image features is a critical issue and is
still an open problem, but recent research provides considerable success with high
classifier accuracy for affective retrieval of images [LP11]. Some of the possible
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image features are: saturation/brightness contrast, hue statistics, colorfulness, Itten
contrasts, wavelet features, level of detail, dynamics, human faces and skins [MH10].
The classifier predicts the cluster membership and the rest of the procedure follows
as discussed before. We can also employ regression to learn the valence and arousal
ratings with image features as input variables from training database samples. The
learned model predict the V-A values for unseen/new images which can then be
mapped to a cluster based on the distance to the centroids.
5.5 Experimental Evaluation
Evaluating the quality of affective enhancement is difficult, since there is no univer-
sal agreement on the perceptual metric. Its nature is also more subjective and so
developing objective evaluation models is challenging. In this section we start with
subjective user studies in Section 5.5.1, followed by objective evaluation methodolo-
gies in Section 5.5.2, and finally we illustrate some images in the form of examples
in Section 5.5.3.
5.5.1 User Study
We have carried out a user study to evaluate the effectiveness of our enhancement
framework with respect to a set of testing images. A simple web-based interface
is built for this purpose as shown in Figure 5.11. The interface facilitates pair-
wise comparison between the original and the adjusted images. The user feedback
mechanism is provided with three options: left (indicates the original invokes more
emotion than the adjusted i.e., negative case for our method), right (adjusted image
is more emotional than the original i.e., success of our method), and neutral (within
comparable limits i.e., enhancement does not produce significant gain). The users
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Figure 5.11: The web-based interface for user study which allows the subject to
indicate its preference of affective enhancement between the original (left) and the
adjusted (right) images.
rating are stored in a database for later processing.
A total number of 18 subjects participated in this test study. The participant group
is entirely from the university students of various level (undergrad to graduate) and
no one is an expert of photograhy as per our knowledge. The average age of the
participants is around 18-40 years. We sent the web link for the user study to a
mixed participant group with a few users who already provided feedback for build-
ing training ground-truth data and some new users. This will provide an evaluation
which can test the generalization of our approach by allowing some new participants
in the user study, thereby avoiding any preference bias with a fixed set of user group
(those already provided feedback for training ground-truth data collection). The
image stimulus for the testing procedure is selected from the IAPS database but
distinct from the training set. The size of the testing set of images is set to be 50.
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We initially selected a random set of 100 and then assigned them to the respective
clusters by its distance to the closest centroid, and then trimmed them evenly for
equal representation of each cluster i.e., around 12 images for each cluster. It was
completely a voluntary participation without any renumeration offered. The total
number of testing samples collected is 427 which is roughly around 23 per user in
average. We explicitly mentioned the participants to judge the results purely from
an emotional aspect and avoid any bias due to quality, since our main target is
to enhance the affective features rather than the general perceptual quality of the
image. We provided some introductory notes in the web-interface before the study
starts, about some examples and insights of judging the emotional aspect of an im-
age similar to the procedure done in Section 5.2.2.
For the purpose of comparison, we are not aware of any related affective enhancement
tool, and thus we compare with a generic baseline i.e., GIMP auto-enhance function.
GIMP’s auto-enhance tool is geared for enhancing the perceptual quality of images
and applies the same enhancement function to each images without considering
the emotional aspect. This is unlike our approach of applying different functions
for different emotional categories. Each enhanced image stimuli (i.e., image on
the right side in Figure 5.11 alternately rotated between our approach and GIMP
auto-enhance in the web-interface during user feedback collection. The results are
plotted in Figure 5.12. The plot depicts the various percentage ratios with respect
to positive, negative, and neutral ratings as collected from user feedback for GIMP
auto-enhance tool and our affective enhancement mechansim. The positive label
indicate the users preference for the enhanced version of the pairwise comparison
(right button option in Figure 5.11), negative label indicate users preferred the
original version (left button option in Figure 5.11), and neutral indicates no strong
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Figure 5.12: The X-axis labels are associated with the two comparative method-
ologies i.e., AE for our Affective Enhancement and GIMP auto-enhance tool. The
symbol within the parentheses indicates the cluster membership and the ’All’ label
considers the combined results. The Y-axis labels are the percentage ratio collected
from user feedback for three different cases i.e., Positive, Neutral, and Negative.
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preference or rejection for the enhancement (middle button option in Figure 5.11).
The plot also analyses the variation of performance for different clusters (considers
the case for the naumber of clusters k = 4.) and the final plot on the right end
corresponds to the total combined results.
Some of the observations from the plot are as follows: (1) The average case
results for our affective enhancement are 68.15%-17.73%-14.13% for positive-neutral-
negative respectively which is considerably higher than GIMP auto-enhance with
27.23%-49.9%-22.88% where it can be justified by the fact that, GIMP auto-enhance
is not designed for emotional adjustments and only considers quality adaptation.
(2) Comparing the results cluster-wise, there is not much significant variation for our
method with Cluster: 3 having a slight gain over the others with no apparent reason.
This shows that our method performs relatively satisfactorily across the different
clusters. GIMP have some variation among the cluster results, but generally it can
be observed that a high bias is for the neutral case wherein the user didnot gave
any strong preference or rejection for the emotional enhancement.
5.5.2 Objective Evaluation
Deriving an objective metric for affective enhancement of images is a hard problem
due to the inherent subjectivity of human emotion. In this section, we design an
objective metric to quantify the degree of emotional enhancement in images strictly
form image properties and without any ground-truth data. We exploit the color
mood space conversion introduced in [OLWW04a], [OLWW04b], [OLWW04c] to
achieve our objective. The color mood space gives specific formulae to calculate
mood scales from color appearence attributes such as luminance, hue, and chroma
which makes it an exciting candidate for objective evaluation of affective enhance-
ment. The mood space is a three coordinates axes of the space called as activity,
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weight, and heat. The methodology provides empirical formulations of the trans-
formation from the CIELAB color space to the proposed color mood space. Given
a color c = 〈L∗, a∗, b∗〉, its corresponding point e = 〈a, w, h〉, the color mood space
is a nonlinear function of c defined by the following equations [WYW+10]:
a = −2.1 + 0.06
[
(L∗ − 50)2 + (a∗ − 3)2 +
(b∗ − 17
1.4
)2] 12
(5.17)
w = −1.8 + 0.04(100− L∗) + 0.45 ∗ cos(h− 100o) (5.18)
h = −0.5 + 0.02(C∗)1.07 ∗ cos(h− 50o) (5.19)
where L∗ is CIELAB lightness, C∗ is CIELAB chorma, h is CIELAB hue angle,
and a∗, B∗ are CIELAB coordinates. On generalization of the additivity relation-
ship [OLWW04c], we compute the color mood of an image by averaging the color
of every pixel. Given, e computed from original image Ii, and e
′ computed from
enhanced image I ′i using the above transformation function, we quantify the degree
of enhancement as follows:
D(i) = ‖e′ − e‖ (5.20)
where ‖·‖ is the Euclidean distance and at the end we normalize the values to (0,1).
Figure 5.13 plots the distribution of affective enhancement using Eq: 5.20 on the
same testing sample set employed in Sec: 5.5.1. We cannot directly compare the
objective metric with the subjective results from Sec: 5.5.1 due to the difference
in scales. To find the degree of correlation between the subjective ratings and the
objective values, we analysed the test samples and found the following. By classify-
ing the objective scale as: 0-0.1 (negative), 0.1-0.3 (neutral), and 0.3-1.0 (positive),
the % ratios computed are: 13.7, 19.2, and 67.1 respectively, which correlates well
with the subjective % ratios (9.15, 12.75, and 78.1 respectively) from the “AE-All”
column inf Figure 5.12. The Pearson’s correlation index between the subjective and
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Figure 5.13: Histogram plot depicting the distribution of enhancement degree using
the objective function as discussed in Sec: 5.5.2. The X-axis shows the specified
intervals objective metric values computed from Equation 5.20 and the Y-axis defines
the % ratio of the number of testing image samples within the respective histogram
bins.
objective results for the test samples is found to be 0.8125, which indicates that the
objective metric of Eq: 5.20 is a good indicator of affective enhancement in images.
Next, we compare the correlation between the computed objective metric to the
method used in Sec: 5.4.2 for calculating the enhancement between the IAPS dataset
ground-truth and the user collected response from our web-interface for samples in
the training database. The CDF plot is shown in Figure 5.14. It can be observed
from the plot that both the techniques have a reasonable correlation between them
based on the computed metric of affective enhancement. We can also observe that,
based on the analysis discussed, we can say that an user-rating with higher valence
and higher arousal [V +, A+] (as described in Section 5.4.2 from the user feedback
for training database) translates to a high value of D(i), valence/arousal higher and
the other lower [V +, A−]/[V −, A+] corresponds to moderate values of D(i), and lower
valence-arousal [V −, A−] corresponds to very low values of D(i). So, our design in
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Figure 5.14: CDF plot of the ditribution of enhancement degree between the
Ground-truth (methodology proposed in Sec: 5.4.2 for calculating the enhancement
between the IAPS dataset ground-truth and the user collected response) and the
objective technique described in 5.5.2.
Sec: 5.4.2 for classifying the enhancement degree based on its directional orientation
of V Au(j) = 〈V u(j), Au(j)〉 with respect to the original image IAPS ratings V Agt(j) =
〈V gt(j), Agt(j)〉 is a fair choice to make.
5.5.3 Image Examples
In this section, we observe several image examples with their corresponding enhanced
versions as produced by our affective enhancement function for the four different
clusters. Clusters: I, II, III, IV are shown in Figure 5.15, 5.16, 5.17, 5.18 respectively.
It can be observed that the same enhancement function is applied for all images in
the same cluster, thereby the enhancement color and contrast ratios are different
across different clusters but remains the same within the cluster. The top row of
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two image pairs are rated as “positive”by a majority of users, bottom-left pair as
“neutral”, and bottom-right pair as “negative”.
Now, let us plot some images from the IAPS database with very high/ low arousal/
valence values and observe their output from affective enhancement. In Figure 5.19,
the image have a very high valence and high arousal with V=8.1; A=6.28 and so
gets mapped to Cluster:I from the clustering algorithm. The left column of all
the four rows contain the original image. The right column plots the enhanced
version i.e., correctly mapped cluster which is Cluster:I in this case is in the first
row; the other rows compose of applying the enhancement function of the other
clusters to the same image for the purpose of qualitative analysis. We received six
responses from different participants in the subjective study of Section 5.5.1 and
five of them gave a positive response in favor of the enhancement of the first row
and one participant remained neutral. Figure 5.20 is a low-valence/ low-arousal
image with V=2.87; A=3.85 from the IAPS database. The organization is similar
as above where the first row is the correctly mapped cluster i.e., Cluster:IV in this
case, and the other rows denote the enhancements from non-matching clusters. We
received three responses from different participants from the test database with no
one giving a positive response, two negative response and one neutral. Figure 5.21
depicts a high-valence/ low-arousal image with V=7.82; A=1.34 and mapped to
Cluster:II. We received five responses from the testing database and all of them are
positive in this case corresponding to the first row right image. Finally, Figure 5.22
depicts a low-valence/ high-arousal image with V=1.62; A=7.15 and mapped to
Cluster:III. We received four user response from the testing database, with two
positive instances, one negative, and one neutral.
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5.5.4 Summary
In this chapter, we proposed an affect-based image enhancement framework which is
targetted to enhance the affective image charactersitics related to color and contrast
of an image.
In Section 5.1, we started with a detailed introduction about the current image en-
hancement schemes in general and how it differs from affective image enhancement
and also provided a broad overview of the framework. We discussed the various
associated challenges and our proposed solutions for them, followed by a list of our
contributions in this chapter.
In Section 5.2, we presented a detailed design of the framework, starting with the
construction of the training database in Section 5.2.1, followed by the web-based
user interface in Section 5.2.2.
We focussed on the enhancement channel in Section 5.3 which comprises of the var-
ious components: Linearization in Section 5.3.1, Auto-correction in Section 5.3.2,
Contrast Shaping in Section 5.3.3, Color Temperature in Section 5.3.4, and Color
Tint in Section 5.3.5. All these steps after combination, generates an enhancement
vector which was used for the adjustment purpose.
The main objective of the supervised learning framework in Section 5.4 is to learn
the best enhancement vector which can generate the highest degree of enhancement
as detailed through its various components: Clustering in Section 5.4.1, Mapping
function in Section 5.4.2, Regression Learning in Section 5.4.3, and Optimization
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Solver in Section 5.4.4. We also discussed the process of applying the learned en-
hancement function to new and unseen images in Section 5.4.5.
We illustrated our experimental results in Section 5.5 using subjective user studies
in Section 5.5.1 which gave an average result of 68.15% agreement with user feed-
back, followed by objective evaluation in Section 5.5.2 using the color mood space
which computed a Pearson’s correlation index of 0.8125 between the subjective and
objective results, and finally we portrayed some direct examples of images before
and after enhancement from IAPS dataset using our enhancement function for the
different categories in Section 5.5.3.
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Figure 5.15: For each pair, the left image is the original one and the right image is
enhanced one. The results are for Cluster: I. The top 2 rows are rated by users as
“positive”, 3rd. row as “neutral”, and last row as “negative”.
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Figure 5.16: For each pair, the left image is the original one and the right image is
enhanced one. The results are for Cluster: II. The top 2 rows are rated by users as
“positive”, 3rd. row as “neutral”, and last row as “negative”.
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Figure 5.17: For each pair, the left image is the original one and the right image is
enhanced one. The results are for Cluster: III. The top 2 rows are rated by users as
“positive”, 3rd. row as “neutral”, and last row as “negative”.
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Figure 5.18: For each pair, the left image is the original one and the right image is
enhanced one. The results are for Cluster: IV. The top 2 rows are rated by users as
“positive”, 3rd. row as “neutral”, and last row as “negative”.
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Figure 5.19: High-valence/ High-arousal image from the testing set. The left column
in all the rows is the original image. The right column first row is the correct
enhancement version with matching cluster i.e., Cluster:I in this case. Other rows
contain non-matching cluster enhancement images for comparison purpose.
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Figure 5.20: Low-valence/ Low-arousal image from the testing set. The left column
in all the rows is the original image. The right column first row is the correct
enhancement version with matching cluster i.e., Cluster:IV in this case. Other rows
contain non-matching cluster enhancement images for comparison purpose.
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Figure 5.21: High-valence/ Low-arousal image from the testing set. The left column
in all the rows is the original image. The right column first row is the correct
enhancement version with matching cluster i.e., Cluster:II in this case. Other rows
contain non-matching cluster enhancement images for comparison purpose.
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Figure 5.22: Low-valence/ High-arousal image from the testing set. The left column
in all the rows is the original image. The right column first row is the correct
enhancement version with matching cluster i.e., Cluster:III in this case. Other rows
contain non-matching cluster enhancement images for comparison purpose.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION
In this chapter, we start with our thesis objectives in Section 6.1, followed by achieve-
ments in Section 6.2, succeeded by conclusions in Section 6.3 and finally wrapping
the section with future work in Section 6.4.
6.1 Objectives
This dissertation explored the affect-based computational modeling in multimedia
analysis problems, specifically in two applications i.e., QoE evaluation and image
enhancement. It is a new and emerging field with lots of possibilities and many un-
explored research questions. The objective was to aid the QoE evaluation and image
enhancement problems from a user-centric approach by investigating the affective
characterisitcs of these processes. The two problems are associated with the two
different human sensory channels i.e., aural in QoE evaluation and visual in image
enhancement. Moreover, the two problems also differ in their interactiveness i.e.,
QoE evaluation is associated with a human-human voice interaction scenario and
image enhancement is a completely non-interactive scenario. For both the problems,
we pursued our objectives as follows:
1. Collected ground-truth data from human users in the form of feedback re-
sponse in different affective dimensional spaces.
2. Extracted meaningful and effective features from the data in a systematic
fashion.
3. Correlated and derived the underlying relationship between the feature data
and the user feedback in a computational framework.
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4. Predicted different variables in the form of mathematical functions which help
in generalizing them to unseen and new samples.
5. Evaluated the results from the framework with different subjective and objec-
tive methodologies.
6.2 Achievements
We collected ground-truth data in the form of feedback response as illustrated in
Section 4.3.6 for QoE evaluation and Section 5.2.2 for image enhancement. In Sec-
tion 4.3.6, we collected affective feedback data in the form of voice signals while
the participants were engaged in a human-to-human interaction scenario. We also
assembled explicit quality ratings after periodic intervals from the user in a discrete
dimensional space involving three options: good/bad/average. We conducted real-
istic human-to-human voice communication experiments (Section 4.3.1) mediated
through a network channel, and systematically controlled the channel by imposing
various QoS constraints as discussed in Section 4.3.5. In Section 5.2.2, we built affec-
tive ground-truth data from the images, by asking the human users to explicitly rate
the pictures in a two-dimensional valence-arousal affective space with a 0-9 scale in
both the axes. We leveraged the standard IAPS database to construct our ground-
truth dataset by replicating the original image ratings from the IAPS results and
merged our collected ratings for the adjusted images of their corresponding original
images. We employed a web-based user interface for user participation and invited
users to visit a link for providing their respective ratings which is similar to the
notion of crowdsourcing.
We extracted meaningful affect-related data features from the voice data in Sec-
tion 4.2 and image data in Section 5.3. Specifically, for voice data, we computed
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acoustic features related to fundamental frequencies, energy, duration, and formants
in Section 4.2.1; lexical features for capturing the salient information after process-
ing through an ASR in Section 4.2.2; and discourse features for repititions in Sec-
tion 4.2.3. For image data, we employed contrast and color related features such as
power-curve and S-curve for contrast shaping in Section 5.3.3, color temperature in
Section 5.3.4 and color tint in Section 5.3.5.
We employed supervised machine learning tehniques for deriving the underlying
relationship between the feature data and the user affective ratings in a mathemat-
ical form for voice data in Section 4.2.4 and image data in Section 5.4. For voice
data, we exploited supervised classification techniques based on SVM and kNN to
discriminate different quality perceptions and compare them with user feedback in
Section 4.2.4. We experimented different variants such as SVM–5CV, SVM–5WC,
SVM–10WC, and kNN–5CV, and compare the performances of each of them with
various features. For image data, we utilized clustering in Section 5.4.1, mapping
function to encode the degree of enhancement in Section 5.4.2, regression learning
in Section 5.4.3, and statistical optimization solver in Section 5.4.4 to achieve the
process of learning an optimal enhancement function from the data.
We analysed experimental results for QoE evaluation in Section 4.4 using subjective
methodologies by dividing the user collected data into training and testing segemtns
using a ratio of 75%:25%. We compared the prediction accuracies by comparing the
classifier outputs with the user provided ratings. For image enhancement, we exam-
ined subjective methodologies in Section 5.5.1 by user studies through a web-based
interface and collected their agreement or non-agreement for affective enhancement.
In Section 5.5.2, we applied an objective methodology by exploiting a color mood
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space for quantifying the image enhancement degree and it was found to have a
reasonable correlation to the subjective counterpart.
6.3 Conclusion
In Chapter 4, we have presented a user study experiment to evaluate an affect-based
approach of QoE in voice communication, which represents a new and unexplored
area. The purpose of the study is to examine how user’s affective behavior changes
with the communication quality as mediated through different network QoS condi-
tions and how such changes can be detected and used to predict QoE from the user’s
perspective. We evaluated the effectiveness of this approach by using classification
techniques based on SVM and kNN, to discriminate different quality perceptions and
compare with user feedback values. The accumulated evidence supports our initial
hypothesis of affective response to be a predictor of QoE due to its correlation with
human cognitive perception. Our best performance achieved a prediction accuracy
of 67.9%. The experimental results also support our design assumption of incorpo-
rating other information sources, such as lexical and discourse features, where it was
found that the best results appeared from the aggregation of all sources (A+L+D)
consistently as mentioned in Section 4.4.1. Although we refrain from claiming that
our methodology can cover the entire spectrum of QoE evaluation factors, our study
provided contributory illustrations for affective information to be considered as a
relevant indicator. Since our work represents the first attempt in this area, a cross
comparison with related existing approaches will be difficult. For example, our sys-
tem is not directly comparable to QoS-based estimation methods because the latter
provides objective measures. In objective methodology, the QoE estimation will be
the same for one single QoS setting, which ignores the variation of the user group.
We are aware that our present study still has certain limitations such as the poten-
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tial emotional influence. It seems likely that in some cases the conversation itself
might invoke emotional responses that are not related to the communication quality
perception.
In Chapter 5, we presented an affect-based image enhancement methodology which
can adjust an input image based on the emotional characteristics of the underlying
relationship. As per our knowledge, this was one of the first attempts to derive a
computational framework for enhancing the emotional impact of images. The exper-
imental results support our objective, where it was shown that the average results for
our affective enhancement are 68.15%-17.73%-14.13% for positive-neutral-negative
respectively, with a reasonable advantage over its GIMP counterpart. The objec-
tive metric for calculating the affective enhancement is found to have a reasonably
high correlation with their subjective counterpart by a Pearson’s correlation index
of 0.8125. Our experimental results also support the design for calculation of affec-
tive enhancement as discussed in Section 5.4.2, with a 3-layered preference model
which generated a reasonably high correlation between the subjective and objective
results. Though emotion in images is a highly subjective issue with various degrees
of dimension ranging from gender, culture, age, and many more, but we achieved
to provide a generalized framework by leveraging the standard IAPS database to
build our models. More research work is required to understand the various facets
of human perception/emotion and its association with affective image enhancement.
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6.4 Future Work
We plan to continue our current research along the following possible directions in
the future:
• To study influence of other affective cues (e.g., laughter and sigh) on the
subjective quality of experience or QoE in multimedia communication.
• To integrate other discourse related attributes (e.g., rephrase, reject and ask
over) in the present QoE evaluation framework for further evaluation.
• To improve the implementation for real-time processing of the various voice
analysis components in QoE evaluation methodology.
• To investigate an integration of both subjective and objective QoE evaluation
methodologies.
• Our testing method applies QoS settings to the communication channel in a
random fashion, which can be improved by following real Internet traces to
simulate a more realistic testing environment.
• To filter out the “emotional noise” component which is usually present as a
bias in normal human-to-human communication, generated due to the commu-
nication content. We are presently working on machine learning strategies to
cancel the content bias by analysing the emotional context of the transcribed
text from the voice signals.
• We also plan to integrate other affective sources of information related to facial
expression and physiological response, which will definitely help to improve the
results.
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• We can also extend the QoE evaluation framework to other media forms i.e.,
video communication, 3D audio/video systems, smart interactive spaces such
as telepresence, and virtual environments.
• Affective enhancement of images can be transformed to enhance the valence
and arousal of images separately with different enhancement functions unlike
our clustered approach.
• Enhancement of images in a finer granularity level by segmenting the image to
different semantic sections and enhance each section differently by preserving
the various characteristics of the object in the image.
• Extending the affective enhancement to the video domain by incorporating
motion related features inherent in the temporal domain of videos.
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